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Abstract

Minimal access surgery (MAS) is increasingly regarded as the de-facto approach in

interventional medicine for conducting many procedures. This is due to the reduced

patient trauma and consequently recovery times, complications and costs. However,

there are many challenges in MAS that come as a result of viewing the surgical site

through an endoscope and interacting with tissue remotely via tools, such as lack of

haptic feedback limited field of view and variation in imaging hardware. As such,

it is important best utilise the imaging data available to provide a clinician with rich

data corresponding to the surgical site. Haemoglobin in vivo measurement for the

tissue surfaces can give vital information about the way tissue is behaving compen-

sating for the lack of sensory input from the tissue. In the area of transplant and

bypass procedures measurements of the tissue perfusion/total haemoglobin (THb)

and oxygen saturation (SO2) are used as indicators of organ viability, these are of-

ten acquired at multiple locations across the tissue in a point-wise manner with a

specialist probe.

To acquire measurements across the whole surface of an organ one can use a

specialist camera to perform multispectral imaging (MSI). This can provide maps

of the THb and SO2 variation across the tissue surface which could be useful for

intra operative evaluation. When capturing multispectral (MS) image data there is

often a trade off that has to be made, between spectral sensitivity and capture speed.

The work in thesis first explores post processing blurry MS image data from long

exposure imaging devices, being able to leverage such these are of interest because

the large number of spectral bands that are captured. The long capture times, ho-

wever, limit the potential real time uses for clinicians, as such the main body of this

thesis develops methods around estimating oxygenated haemoglobin (HbO) and de-

oxygenated haemoglobin (Hb) concentrations in tissue using only monocular and

stereo RGB imaging data. (words: 293/300)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Minimal Access Surgery and Imaging
Minimal access surgery has revolutionised the way we perform medical interventi-

ons, drastically reducing patient trauma in many procedures. By making minimal

incisions in the patient to insert tools and cameras it has become possible to work

directly on the pertinent tissue with limited damage to the surrounding matter. The

benefit to the patient has been seen in long term improvement in physical function

and bodily pain [1]; reduced hospital stay and blood loss during surgery [2] as well

as fewer respiratory complications [3]; and lower postoperative infection rate wit-

hout compromising on safety margins for resected tissue [4]. Early endoscopes,

first which used for gastroscopy developed by Aldof Kussmaul [5, 6] Figure 1.1,

were often simple rigid tubes in design with a single hollow channel. These devi-

ces opened up a new potential field in surgical medicine allowing inspection and

intervention of parts of the human body without invasive and traumatic procedures.

Figure 1.1: Kussmaul and Muller perform the first human esophagoscopy (1868) on a
sword swallower using a rigid endoscope, the illumination was from a gas lamp positioned
externally to the patient.



Figure 1.2: Left the da Vinci surgical robotic system for remote operation of endoscope
and tools via a console ©2017 Intuitive Surgical, Inc. Right a typical endoscopic view from
one of the stereo cameras as seen by a surgeon with such a device, when viewing through
the console the surgeon would see the stereo pair to aid with depth perception.

Modern MAS imaging systems have eliminated many of the restrictions of

these early devices integrating sophisticated optics [7] and with multiple working

channels for illumination imaging and passage for tools. A variety of imaging har-

dware are able to be mounted on at the proximal end although recently there has

been a growth in exploring uses for distally mounted imaging in particular for flexi-

ble or very fine endoscopic devices. While there are manifold benefits to using MAS

over open surgery new issues have arisen surrounding surgeon stress and fatigue [8]

relating to remote operation reduced sensory feedback and restricted manoeuvrabi-

lity. The maturing of this field has introduced robotic systems (see Figure 1.2) to

hold tools and providing a more ergonomic operating posture as well as allowing

multiple surgeons to easily switch between operating and assistant roles, giving op-

portunity to rest during long procedures. Robotic systems are also capable of scaling

large hand motions down, giving fine scale accuracy when performing micro surgi-

cal tasks [9] within the restricted manoeuvrability environments of MAS. However

despite the many advances in MAS making procedures less invasive and reducing

patient trauma there remains a lack of haptic feedback with most frequently used

systems. This tactile sensory input can be of great use to clinicians for the purposes

of localising and identifying particular tissue structures [10]. The areas of compu-

ter aided interventions (CAI) and intra-operative medical image computing (MIC)

hope to assist surgical teams in overcoming some of these hurdles by providing real

time information and feedback to clinicians. A large body of this work for intrao-

perative use has focused on problems such as localisation, for instance overlaying

pre-operative imaging data with the live surgical view.

Intra-operative using visible spectrum (VIS) wavelength imaging digital came-
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ras is the primary sensing used to guide surgical actions during MAS. In fact MAS is

largely feasibly today due to the evolution of digital imaging technologies that make

it possible to deliver and harvest light from the surgical site through an endoscopic

device [11]. However, as access to the surgical site is restricted by the size of en-

try ports [12], it is challenging to develop different MAS imaging modalities for

interrogating the structure, shape and function of tissues during surgery. Currently,

surgeons are primarily reliant on optical images acquired in the VIS wavelength

range using three channel red green blue (RGB) sensors [13] either mounted at the

tip of the endoscope or attached to the distal end and linked via rod lenses. The en-

doscopic system then provides real-time images of the tissue surface that are used

to guide diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. The limitation of imaging in this

way is that it it provides little information below the exposed tissue surface. This

makes it difficult for surgeons to assess tissue viability, for example to evaluate

post-transplantation revascularisation, or to characterise tissue types for diagnostic

decisions. While there have been developments towards providing haptic feedback

to surgeons via the control consoles, instrumenting tools is non trivial and further

inflates the cost of devices.

A large body of work has grown around how to augment intraoperative ima-

ging with pre-operative diagnostic imaging [14] to better assist with surgical gui-

dance thus reducing the reliance on haptic cues. These are capable of localising

subsurface structures or features of interest, however for use in endoscopy often re-

quire sophisticated tissue tracking and reconstruction [15]. Often this will require

the introduction of extra hardware to the operating theatre, increasing clutter, as

well as necessitating calibration protocols that need to be completed before surgery

or between channing endoscopes. While these methods continue to be come more

robust, there remains that issue of registering diagnostic imaging data to the en-

doscopic view [16]. This is especially acute for abdominal procedures where the

majority of tissue is highly deformable, and can be integral to determining patient

out comes for the case of interventional treatments of epilepsy where it is highly

desirable to avoid eloquent brain regions in spite of brain shift. As such fusing mul-

tiple intraoperative imaging modalities to provide rich real time patient data can be

beneficial. Subsurface structural information is readily acquired intraoperatively via

ultra sound (US) probe to overcome the added cognitive load in mentally fusing the

US data and endoscopic view optical tracking [17] from the same endoscopic view

can be used to integrate to two modalities. Purely optical imaging based visualisa-

tions can be achieved using fluorescence agents with near infrared (NIR) imaging

18



to either highlight submerged structures or indicate tissue function such as perfu-

sion mapping. NIR imaging of markers such as indocyanine green can be used to

characterise renal cysts [18] due to this fluorophore being confined to the vascular

system it is possible to infer perfusion and degree of vascularisation beneath the

tissue surface. Optical approaches such as those fluorescence imaging used intrao-

peratively have the advantage that the fluorescence images are implicitly registered

to the endoscopic view, provided the camera sensor is capable of switching between

that and normal white light imaging. Taking this idea further then just two modes

of optical imaging for white light and a specific band tuned for a given fluorop-

hore MSI across a wide range spanning the VIS wavelengths is beginning to be

used in surgical applications from tissue classification to measurement of oxygen

saturation.

1.2 Multispectral Imaging
Multispectral imaging captures reflectance image data over many discrete wave-

length bands such that the spectral response can be measured for each pixel of the

image. MSI data if often described as cubes see Fig 1.3 comprising the two spatial

dimension corresponding to the extents of the field of view of the camera and a third

dimension corresponding to spectral power distribution measured over the VIS wa-

velength range. This MS data can be reduced to a synthetic RGB view of the image

by taking the inner product of the spectral response of each pixel with a know ca-

mera response curve spanning the same wavelength range to generate the red green

and blue pixel data, however the spectral data is often more informative for per-

forming inference. By modelling the interaction of light and the tissue the spectral

features of interest can be observed and used to infer information about the sample.

This can be used to detect chromophores such as haemoglobin [19, 20], melanin

and water [21] in order to perform tissue characterisation and functional interroga-

tion of the surgical site. Such real-time non-contact optical imaging can potentially

provide an invaluable clinical tool for intra-operative diagnosis and functional mo-

nitoring in a wide variety of applications which require a quantitative knowledge of

mesenteric oxygenation. Examples include the diagnosis or mesenteric ischaemia,

assessment of the bowel anastomosis to identify the risk of anastomotic dehiscence,

bowel ischaemia surgery and transplanted organ viability or visualisation of the bile

duct [7]. These different method can be used to evaluate tissue viability; for naviga-

tion and guidance; or in some cases to acquire an fMRI-like analysis see the review

by [22] for an overview of general medical applications.
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Figure 1.3: a) Commercially available SpectroCam™MS camera exhibiting a filter wheel
design. b) Multispectral information (left) comprises multiple spectrally distinct measure-
ments each imaging tissue response in a narrow wavelength range often of only few nano-
metres. Shown here a MS cube formed from 20nm wide bands centred at the wavelength
indicated. A corresponding RGB image (right) is also shown, since the three channels of
the RGB are mixtures of the underlying spectral response from tissue the appearance of the
RGB image will vary depending on the camera response curve while the intrinsic MS data
remains constant.

However there the down sides of performing MSI is are that most devices have

to make the trade off between spectral and temporal fidelity. The design of devices

range from capturing a small number of discrete band filtered images simultane-

ously to those that image band filtered images sequentially scanning over a range

wavelengths. Devices that are able to capture multiple band limited images simul-

taneously are able achieve high frame rates, but the lower spectral discrimination

limits their flexibility for use in varied sensing scenarios. Simultaneous capture

devices tend to have a higher monetary cost due to needing non-standard sensor

fabrication. Scanning over multiple wavelengths also introduces issues surrounding

registering the separate band limited images together when there is even moderate

tissue motion. Both types of MS imaging configurations can be subject to blurring

for very narrow band measurement as the radiant flux at the sensor can get very low

requiring longer exposure times. To perform MSI during MAS these trade offs need

to be balanced depending on the application, but still in most cases require the use of

a distinct imaging system to those of the dominant modality: white light RGB ima-

ging. Since the dominant imaging modality in MAS is endoscopic RGB, imaging

capture techniques tend to be grouped into integrating a separate MSI channel into

the endoscope; substituting the RGB camera for a hybrid imaging device capable

of imaging in RGB and MS, often achieved through additional capture hardware or
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modified lighting environment; or in computational techniques to perform spectral

unmixing of the RGB.

1.3 Thesis Overview
The work presented in this thesis is motivated by the use of endoscopic MSI for the

end purpose of estimating haemoglobin concentrations across the surface of ima-

ged tissue. Initially I investigate the blurring problem arising from using narrow

spectral bands in MSI, and discuss how the use of hybrid endoscopic imaging sys-

tems comprising white light RGB and MS could be of use to deconvolve MS data

in a reasoned way. In chapter 3 I look at how to use optical flow information gle-

aned from the white light imaging channels to estimate the spatially varying blur

kernels to deconvolve MS view. However since the motivation is to estimate the ha-

emoglobin concentrations then maybe a fully multispectral approach is superfluous

to our needs. As such the following chapters address leveraging white light RGB

imaging for the same end, to produces a technique to rapidly and accurately esti-

mate haemoglobin concentrations from the same endoscopic view that the surgeon

is using. Throughout these chapters I investigate methods of estimating MS image

data from white light RGB image data, this utilises knowledge of the the camera or

imaging system’s spectral response as well as priors on the expected chromophore

composition in tissue. Lastly I look as ways of composing multiple haemoglobin

concentration estimation techniques in such a way that this estimation can be per-

formed at high frame rates with minimal loss of accuracy.

As the anticipated clinical use for this would be for MAS, the guiding prin-

ciples has been to achieve this without introducing new hardware to an already

congested surgical environment. As already highlighted working in an MAS envi-

ronment bring many constraints on what is practical to integrate into the surgical

work flow. By letting this principle guide thinking I feel that the end result is more

translatable and has the potential to subsequently be used more widely as the addi-

tion cost of use would be minimal when compared to adding additional hardware

based solutions.

1.3.1 Contributions
The work presented in this thesis has contributed to the following publications:

1. Geoffrey Jones, Neil Clancy, Simon Arridge, Dan Elson, and Danail Stoya-

nov. Deblurring multispectral laparoscopic images. In Information Proces-

sing in Computer-Assisted Interventions, pages 216–225. Springer Internati-

onal Publishing, 2014
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2. Geoffrey Jones, Neil T. Clancy, Simon Arridge, Daniel S. Elson, and Danail

Stoyanov. Inference of tissue haemoglobin concentration from stereo rgb. In

Medical Imaging and Augmented Reality. Springer, 2016

3. Geoffrey Jones, Neil Clancy, Yusuf Helo, Simon Arridge, Dan Elson, and

Danail Stoyanov. Bayesian estimation of intrinsic tissue oxygenation and

perfusion from RGB images. IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging, pages

1–1, 2017

4. Geoffrey Jones, Neil T Clancy, Xiaofei Du, Maria Robu, Simon Arridge, Da-

niel S Elson, and Danail Stoyanov. Fast estimation of haemoglobin concen-

tration in tissue via wavelet decomposition. Medical Image Computing and

Computer-Assisted Intervention–MICCAI 2017, page to appear, 2017
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Chapter 2

Multispectral Imaging in Surgical
Applications

This review investigates three area of MSI specifically targeted for the context of

MAS. Topics discussed are hardware MSI devices; computational techniques for es-

timation and processing of multispectral data; and methods of evaluation for theseex

vivo, and in vivo. Papers for this review were drawn from the PubMed Database and

Google Scholar.There is a great general review of of medical MAS found in [22].

The search terms used to automatically filter papers are those listed in the key words

section variants of these key words used were:

• Minimal[ly] Invasive Surgery / minimal access surgery / key[-, ]hole surgery

• Multispectral [imaging] / hyperspectral [imaging]

This chapter is divided in two core sections; the first section looks at developments

in MSI hardware, which is divided by approaches that filter light arriving at the

camera and approaches that filter light leaving the light source(s); the second section

looks at computational techniques of estimating and processing MS data and within

the later explores the contrasting requirements for different domains of task such as

computer vision, and biophotonic tissue analysis Finally this review concludes with

an exposition on the key hurdles for clinical translation in MAS of MSI and data

processes.

2.1 Multispectral Imaging Hardware
With current RGB endoscopes the underlying information recovered from the sur-

gical site is three wide band signals determined by the significantly overlapping

characteristic response curves of the RGB sensor. Several pathological signals such
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HbO and Hb concentration, often correspond to tissue structure [27] and viabi-

lity [28] and are detectable by their characteristic attenuation of light in the visible

wavelength range. Typically, detecting this response is reliant on multispectral ima-

ging where multiple narrow band images are acquired and processed. Instead, by

interrogating the underlying endoscopic RGB signal, we can potentially offer an

alternative approach that can detect and display information can then be of use as

guidance during a surgical procedure. Visualisation of tissue oxygenation has been

used in various procedures throughout the body to provide information on the oxy-

genation of tissue in and around the surgical site [29] [7] [20].

Multispectral imaging has a number of attractive qualities compared to other

modalities. For example it has been used to make in situ assessment of ischaemia

in heart tissue [30] without ionising radiation, compared to imaging via computed

tomography (CT) or positron emision tomography (PET). In other use-cases MSI

can be used to minimise photo toxicity [31] by only imaging at salient wavelengths.

In MAS, imaging the oxygenation of tissue has also been used to identify malig-

nant tissue [32] due to the increased vascularisation of malignant tissue resulting in

a local increase in the THb within tissue. The use of MSI to assess the success of a

uterine transplant procedure has been shown by [28], making inference of the SO2

and THb in the transplanted organ. In these works the multispectral imaging is per-

formed using a liquid crystal tunable filter which separately captures images across

multiple narrow bands. While this method of capture is very versatile that it does

require the use of different camera system during measurement, and it’s temporal

resolution is inversely proportional to the spectral spectral resolution, and sequential

capture can result in displacement between images taken at different wavelengths.

To compensate for displacements [28] includes a registration step to correct for tis-

sue motion relative to the camera in between captures for each spectral band.

One area where MSI initially was able to be robustly deployed in surgery was

in exploring alternative methods for cortex activation imaging. In the functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) work of [33] deep brain activation was obser-

ved by measuring changes in SO2 and THb in those regions of the brain. In neuro

surgical applications the disturbance from camera and tissue motion can be mini-

mised, this allows for the use of MSI [34] to image the change in oxygenation in

the exposed upper cortex, to acquire fMRI like signals in that region. The assump-

tion this is based on is that after controlling for tissue and camera motion, temporal

variation in the scene will be due to changes in concentration of constituent chro-

mophores. As a result the temporal oxygenation signal can be used to make infe-
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rence about the physical response in the brain to various stimuli, without requiring

injecting any staining agents into cortex itself. In this work variable illumination

using strobed light emitting diodes tuned to particular wavelengths, this allowed a

higher speed capture of the dynamic tissue response however places a significant

demand on the surgical procedure by requiring a specialist lighting environment.

While differing in practical configuration the methods of [34] and [35, 36],

share a similar theoretical basis. Measurements of the attenuation of illumination at-

tenuation across multiple non overlapping spectral bands are made and utilising the

Beer-Lambert equation estimation of chromophore concentration. In the case where

there is no fluorescence these techniques are analogous as they make spectrally dis-

tinct measurements of the scene. To estimate the intrinsic oxygenation and total ha-

emoglobin the optimisation can be posed as a simple least squares fitting [35] using

reference reflectance spectra (Equation 2.5). The use of these methods requires spe-

cialist hardware to be installed either alongside or in place of current intra-operative

imaging methods in order to perform spectrally distinct measurements of the scene.

Capturing a full multispectral image of a surgical site at sufficient spectra re-

solution to perform inference on can be slow, especially if using a filter based ap-

proach as a significant amount of the illuminating light is filtered out necessitating

long exposure times. Rapid capture through illumination [34] is achieved by high

speed strobe illumination, these typically utilise a carefully chosen set of LEDs that

illuminate the surgical site with different narrow band filtered light sources. Rapid

filter based approaches such as that of [36] use a reduced number but maximally

discriminative filter set, allowing for rapid capture of the full image set required to

make an estimation of the haemoglobin distribution and oxygenation.

Recent rapid capture techniques have focused on the use of RGB cameras to

capture data at near real time speeds, by capturing parallel measurements of the

surgical site in each channel. The work of [37] reconstructs intrinsic SO2 and THb

from RGB images through a two step approach: firstly Weiner filtering based re-

construction of the expected spectrum and second Beer-Lambert based of estima-

tion haemoglobin characteristics. The method is very successful, however it is less

flexible since the reliance on learning the characteristic reflectance spectral for a

specific tissue type. In [38] a combination multiple spectrally distinct bandpass fil-

ters with an RGB sensor are used to rapidly sample the power distribution of light

in the visible wavelengths returning from tissue. This is achieved by using triple

band pass filters mounted in a filter wheel to make simultaneous and spectrally dis-

tinct measurements, recoding a set of 18 band filtered measurements in six captures.
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This framework accounts for spatially varying geometry and achieves a frame rate

of 15fps by using hardware accelerated (GPU) linear matrix inversion to estimate

SO2 and THb distributions.

Filtered multispectral illumination by [39] achieved via use of a digital mirror

device (DMD) to select spectral bands from standard wideband illumination source

such as a typical surgical xenon arc lamp (covered in greater depth in [22]). Origi-

nally conceived for open procedures but has recently been adapted for use in MAS

by [40].

[41] have developed a MAS compatible structure light MS illumination probe

using the output of super-continuum laser dispersed via a prism onto an incoherent

fibre bundle creating a randomised spectrally encoded pattern. They demonstrate

that this pattern can be used for surface reconstruction, observed a measurable at-

tenuation in the reflectance of spot data for different types of tissue potentially gi-

ving a dispersed MS reflectance imaging signal across the surface. The main draw

back of this system is the sensitivity in detecting the spot pattern especially in parts

of the spectrum where there is large overlap in the RGB sensor response curve.

[42] develop upon this concept and demonstrate that by using a 8 channel MS filter

wheel based camera they are able to more accurately detect the spectrally encoded

pattern.

2.2 Computational Multispectral Techniques in
MAS

When there is the availability of full MSI information, often the straight forward

linear solution is sought, to the Beer-Lamber law for many independent attenuation

data for different wavelengths. The apparent absorption at different wavelength is

then compared known extinction coefficients thought to be present in the observed

tissue. This linear fitting deduces relative concentrations of these chromophores

by making use of the Beer-Lambert law; this state that for a given wavelength λ

the intensity of light leaving tissue I(λ ) can be expressed in terms of the incident

illumination intensity I0(λ )

I(λ ) = I0(λ )e−µ ∑
n ·αn·ξn(λ ) (2.1)

where ξn(λ ) is the nth attenuation coefficient at concentration αn and µ is the width

of the cuvette holding the sample imaged, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. This is origi-

nally posed as a transmission context with the sample is placed in between the light
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Figure 2.2: The variants on attenuation Beer-Lambert law as developed for scattering
media with light emitted from source S passing through tissue T and arriving at detector
D. i) Classical Beer-Lambert attenuation where initial illumination with spectra I0 passes
through a thin (µ wide) non-scattering medium with the resultant detected spectra I; ii) the
modified Beer-Lambert equation introducing a DPF to account for scattering induced longer
path length within tissue as well as geometric factor to account for light lost due to being
scattered away from the detector; iii) Backscatter imaging, most of the incident illumination
that enters tissue is lost due to absorption before the compound scattering deflect the light
back out of tissue towards the detector
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source and the detector. For intra operative use case, however, the light returning

to the camera is prominently surface reflections and backscattered light. A plot of

light scattering in HbO is shown in Fig. 2.1 which illustrates the highly anisotropic

forward scattering profile, also notable is variation between light of shorter wave-

lengths and that of longer red wavelengths. When imaging from the same side of

the tissue as the illumination the effect of scattering has a significant impact on the

resultant spectra of returning light. This is further compounded by the the amount

of absorption scales exponentially with distance travelled through the tissue, and

the wavelength varying scattering profiles add another degree of bias. As such the

for the application of imaging highly a scattering medium such as human tissue this

algorithm was augmented by [54] as:

I(λ ) = I0(λ )eG−µ ∑
n DPFn(λ )·αn·ξn(λ ) (2.2)

Here, still imaging in a transmission context, a constant geometric factor G repre-

sents the losses due to scattering the path of a photon out of the detection region

of the detector; further the differential path length factor (DFP) represents the in-

creased path length within tissue, that scattered photons will have travelled (see

Figure 2.2). When switching to an imaging context where both light source and de-

tector are on the same side of the tissue it is necessary to rigorously incorporate the

effects of the scattering on attenuation as the main way of light returning from sub-

surface is via a series of scattering events. While could be accurately modelled as a

diffusion process [55], this results in the need to use non-linear solvers which could

become impractical for high definition video data. As such it can be desirable to

preserve the linear solutions as given by Equation 5.1 but modifying the attenuation

coefficients appropriately to accommodate for the departure from a transmission

imaging context. It is possible to derive an effective attenuation coefficient µeff

from diffusion theory [56] as follows:

µeff =
√

3µa(µa +µ ′s) (2.3)

where µa is the attenuation and the transport scattering coefficient µ ′s = µs(1− g)

comprises the scattering coefficient µs and anisotropy g. This can be used to com-

pute the fluence rate at depth within tissue however this does rely on a homogeneous

tissue composition and a semi-infinite tissue sample, as such numerical methods can

be used instead to generate single attenuation parameter ξ̃ for each chromophore.

These new parameters can be determined via Monte Carlo simulation [57] using
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a digital tissue phantom and accumulating the resulting backscattered fraction of

simulated photons entering the tissues. For imaging where the detector (camera)

is on the same side of the tissue as the light source the effect of scattering is even

more crucial as if the tissue is homogeneous then the only way that light will return

to exit the tissue back in the direction of the light source will be due to compound

scattering.

I(λ ) = I0(λ )eG−∑
n

αn·ξ̃n(λ ) (2.4)

The compute attenuation coefficient ξ̃ combines the travel distance factors µ and

DPF, which are dependant on scattering, with the attenuation.

All of these methods result in a system of linear equations fitting concentrati-

ons αn to the negative log ratio of incident illumination to detected light across all

wavelengths:

− log
(

I
I0

)
= Aααα (−G) (2.5)

Where A is the matrix of total combined attenuation, this is possible due to the

high absorption in human tissue of light in the VIS wavelength range meaning light

leaving tissue will have most likely only probed a very small volume.

Within the field of pulse oximetry an alternative approach has been to take

multiple measurements over time making the assumption that while structure in the

tissue may be unknown it is constant and so any variation in measurement will be

due to changes in blood volume and oxygenation. The typical way in which this

is performed is to take measurements a two wavelengths and then analysing the

normalised ratio of the two measurements as described by [58].

S(t) =
AC(t)λ1/DCλ1

AC(t)λ2/DCλ2

(2.6)

Where AC(t)λ is the instantaneous measurement and DCλ is the rolling average

over some time window corresponding to the baseline total blood volume within

tissue. This provides a normalised estimation S(t) for the SO2 as a time series. The

key requirement for this is that the tissue being sampled does not move or change

due to other factors. A further detailed introduction to current material on light

tissue interaction and modelling can be found in [59, 60]

2.2.1 Narrow Band Measurement

Intraoperative probes designed for direct imaging of MS cube data as described

above tend to fall into two modes of design; those that use use modified illumination
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and those that make use of filters in front of the detector. The main drawback

of filtering methods is that they significantly reduce the amount of light reaching

the camera sensor necessitating either specialised high sensitivity cameras or long

exposure times. With modified illumination methods the main drawback is that

they can can be visually disruptive to an operator or interfere with other concurrent

imaging modalities such as VIS RGB imaging.

The acquisition of MS data via spectral filtering often comes a the trade off

for acquisition speed, this is due to the need to have longer integration times to

compensate for less light arriving at the sensor. A way to avoid the slow imaging of a

high spectral resolution MS data set is to only image the spectral bands that are most

informative to the clinical task at hand: as demonstrated by [61] for skin imaging;

[62] for fluorescence imaging; and [45] for MAS based haemoglobin concentration

estimation. These techniques while sufficiently rapid to provide real time clinical

information all suffer from the same draw back that they are specific to a single

imaging task, and it is desirable in MAS that these functions could be performed

from a single imaging device.

An ultra high frame rate (2800fps) MSI device proposed by [47] uses passive

optical elements including a periscope array within a spectral shaper, splitting the

image into multiple bands and offsetting each to a unique part of the sensor. This

method’s imaging rate is only limited by the read out speed of the sensor and as

such is able to achieve very high frame rates with a sufficiently fast sensor. Further

due to the optical configuration and all band limited images being projected onto

the same sensor this is able to image without distortion. The rapid imaging comes

at the sacrifice of resolution as the image as the separated band-limited images are

all projected onto the same sensor, however it may be possible to mitigate by using

a higher resolution sensor.

The evaluation of MS data for tissue parameter estimation (Hb, HbO etc.) by

the Beer-Lambert law while fast has limitations (outlined at the beginning of section

2.2). While extra terms can be added to account for factors such as scattering, in

order to maintain the nice linear formulation approximations are often substituted

such as determining via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation a single value for the DPF

irrespective of the tissue type. As such fully model based approaches invert the

MS data in a non-linear fashion allowing for variable tissue physical properties as

well as chromophore concentrations. While accurate these techniques do not scale

computationally to the task of real-time processing of over mega-pixel sized MS

image data. The method of [52] proposes an innovative middle way, obtaining the
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high accuracy as well as rapid computation even for mega-pixel image data. This

is achieved via training a random forest regressor on MC simulated MS data using

a porcine bowel tissue model. In this manner they were able to learn a very high

degree of possible tissue model parameter variation in the training data. Whilst

multi-day training is required initially, prediction is naturally much faster with the

imaging and regression speeds at 400 ms and 200 ms respectively. The core limi-

tation is that the random forest regressor is limited to the specific tissue type on

which it was trained, however due to the success of tissue classification form MS

data it is reasonable that this could be mitigated by having many trained random

forest regressors and picking the particular one for the classified tissue type.

[44] uses a variable optical filter, which transmits a narrow band of wavelengths

the centre of this band varies along the length of the filter. By translating the filter

in front of an aperture the desired waveband can be selected from the illumination

source, self calibrating by adjusting exposure and iris aperture from white reflec-

tance standard. The hardware implemented calibration for ambient illumination has

the benefit over software calibrated methods which typically resort to multiplying

wave bands at the edges of their sensitivity by large scalers amplifying noise in the

measurements.

Another recent method for MSI by varying illumination is demonstrated by

[63, 50] where they use an LCTF to create band pass filters for the illumination

source. They show this to have long term robustness with minimal drift in the

calibration over half a year of clinical use over all 6 bands. This is a noteworthy

point because it potentially shows how such a device could be routinely used in

clinic without the need for an expert to re-calibrate the imaging setup for every use.

The imaging device can image MS data at >2fps and operates either in MS imaging

mode or RGB white light imaging. They show that the MS data is sufficient to

perform basic in-vivo detection of stomach carcinoma.

Illumination artefacts can numerous headaches across the study of imaging and

reconstruction and models will often resort to treating these as outliers to the acqui-

sition process leaving holes in the data. The methods of [46] and [64] make use

of cross polarisation to remove the surface reflections and short wavelength depola-

risation metric (DoLP - Degree of linear polarisation) corresponding to regions of

high tissue profusion. Methods like these that are able to eliminate the superficial

reflections from the surface may be of particular interest to imaging techniques that

are trying to detect or image subsurface features such as haemoglobin concentration

or detecting fluorescence markers.
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Given an MS data set [51] demonstrate high quality tissue classification using

a combination of intra-waveband multi resolution rotationally invariant local binary

pattern (LBP) descriptors. [51] observe that most current MS technique acquire

wavebands sequentially necessitating a registration step to combine individual band

limited images into an MS cube, and as such the reliability of using the spectral

data at a location is limited by the accuracy of the registration. To integrate the MS

data they compute an inter-waveband average spectrum in a local patch sacrificing

some resolution with the gain of robustness to noise and small miss-alignment of

the registration. The LBP for every band and the patch based average spectrum are

concatenated as a single descriptor vector.

With a two band MS light source [49] demonstrate the feasibility of a device

to image MS photo acoustic (PhA) images using a hollow needle to inject the light

stimulus beneath the tissue surface. The use of a MS light source give greater tissue

specificity and due to the light source being injected beneath the surface the device is

capable of capturing MS data at much greater depths than surface illuminated MS

PhA devices or optical MS imaging, because the attenuation of ultrasound being

much less than VIS light in human tissue. In this devices current form however

there are concerns with the light fluence at the needle tip which is currently above

accepted safely margins for human tissue.

2.2.2 Reconstruction Techniques
Methods that make direct use of the RGB camera feed from endoscopic cameras

already in place, for VIS spectrum human compatible imaging, are of particular va-

lue as they often require little or no modification to existing hardware. The lack of

modification to hardware and lighting environments for imaging means that these

techniques are often able to be performed simultaneously with existing VIS ima-

ging, potentially enabling the fusion of multiple vision techniques, further there is a

significantly lower barrier for clinical translation. These techniques often rely on an

intermediate step where a spectrally distinct estimation of the MS data is made from

the spectrally correlated RGB data. The use of RGB data to evaluate concentrations

of constituent chromophores is explored by [57], validating the correspondence bet-

ween simulated CIE L*a*b* [65] and measured MS data for a variety of body parts.

While their presented method does not elaborate to inverting RGB data converted

to CIE L*a*b* it does illustrate the perceivable difference in RGB images of tissue

simulated to have a range of chromophore concentrations, potentially enabling the

creation of an atlas of RGB values and corresponding concentrations for a given

illuminant and camera tri-stimulus.
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[37] make use of a Wiener filtering technique to estimate the MS data of skin

measurements, the MS data is them processed as above using the Beer-Lambert re-

lation with MC determined backscattered attenuation coefficients for HbO, Hb and

melanin. The measurement process is posed as a linear iteration IIIc = rrrcIII where IIIc

corresponds to sensor measurement in channel c; rrrc is the combined illumination

spectra and camera spectral sensitivity in each colour channel; and III is the reflec-

tance spectra corresponding to the location of a pixel measurement in the image. As

is usual for Wiener filtering based reconstruction method seeks to find an estimation

matrix ĨII =WWWIIIc that minimises the squared error between the estimated (ĨII) and real

MS data:

e =
〈(

III− ĨII
)t (III− ĨII

)〉
(2.7)

The derivation of the Wiener estimation matrix results in the formulation:

WWW =
〈
IIIIIIt〉rrrt (rrr〈IIIIIIt〉rrrt)−1 (2.8)

Where the 〈·〉 denotes an ensemble averaging operator. To determine the factor

〈IIIIIIt〉 [37] collate many observation of skin III using a spectrometer and compute

the auto correlation of the all of these measurements. This results in very accurate

estimation of the MS data and in turn chromosphere concentrations, provided there

is low sensor measurement noise and tissue is at the correct imaging distance. This

methods is a local pixel-wise method and as such does not include and neighbour

information also due to the lack of consideration for sensor measurement noise this

method may be less well applied to the lighting environment of endoscopic imaging.

Also the need to learn the spectral reflectance auto correlation matrix 〈IIIIIIt〉 for each

tissue type would necessitate a tissue segmentation and classification pre processing

step to select the correct Wiener filter to use for each image pixel. This prerequisite

scene processing may not be a significant draw as classification and segmentation

can be performed rapidly via various machine learning approaches.

The work of [53] also utilises known response curves from multiple cameras

to reconstruct the latent MS reflectance signal for the scene, as well as the illumi-

nation spectra. This is achieved through an alternating least squares optimisation

solving the bilinear system comprising the surface reflectance and illumination mo-

dels. Integrated into this approach are constraints for positivity and smoothness of

the estimated spectra at every iteration. This method assumes the multi-view re-

gistration problem is solved prior to performing the MS estimation. While in their

work this is less of an issue, they are able to image planer targets thus having a sim-
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ple homography mapping, for adaptation to surgery rapid dense stereo matching

would be required. Further while impressive in the accuracy of reconstruction the

method has a high computational cost, producing MS acquisition times equivalent

to that achieved with liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) based MS setups. In their

work they propose an optimisation by making the assumption of uniform illumina-

tion to only compute the illumination at small number of locations (30) and then

keep this fixed for the reflectance estimation.

Techniques that attempt to measure a photoplethysmogram (PPG) from non-

contact RGB measurements also have the potential to be applied to endoscopic as-

sessment of tissue. These typically make measurements over a given time period

extracting periodic pathological signals as such motion artefacts can have detrimen-

tal effects on the analysis. The presence of significant tissue and camera motion

in endoscopic procedures would preclude the use of PPG techniques that do not

well compensate for motion as discussed by [66]. The remote photoplethysmogram

imaging (iPPG) method of [48] monitors RGB video data imaging tissue extracting

periodic signals to effectively track relative and absolute oxygen saturation chan-

ges within tissue. This method combines dynamic region of interest selection and

temporal averaging to increase robustness to motion. To perform iPPG the origi-

nal ratio-of-ratios approach of [58] is used, however [48] re-derive the formulation

generalising for use with wideband RGB sensor measurements.

S(t) =
R̂1

R̂2

=
∑λ1 Î0(λ )rc(λ )m(λ ,−→x )bAC(λ , t)

∑λ1 Î0(λ )rc(λ )m(λ ,−→x )bDC(λ , t)
·

∑λ2 Î0(λ )rc(λ )m(λ ,−→x )bDC(λ , t)

∑λ2 Î0(λ )rc(λ )m(λ ,−→x )bAC(λ , t)

=
AC1/DC1

AC2/DC2

(2.9)

Where Rn is the RGB camera response in the nth channel

The core contribution of this work is the many checks a controls that [48] in-

troduce to ensure that a valid measurement of the AC is being made discarding

estimates where there is too greater subject motion or specular reflection or low

SNR of patient heart rate. While this dynamically re-evaluates the many regions of

interest throughout the process, in the presence of significant motion requires them

to be re-initialisation necessitating the use of a non-rigid tissue tracking technique
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such as that of [67]. The other consideration would to pre process with a suitable ra-

pid reconstruction step in order to accurately normalise the DC estimate by distance

from the camera and surface normal direction.

2.3 Discussion
General MSI devices currently available have the limitations of complexity of de-

sign; requiring expert set up; high unit cost; a trade off between acquisition time

and number of spectral bands imaged. There is, however, very really potential uses

for being able to perform MSI during surgical procedures such as navigation, tissue

classification and analysis as well as for fluorescence imaging.

Minimal waveband MSI devices have shown to be a viable trade off of spectral

discrimination for elevated capture speed. Using these devices it is possible to gat-

her sufficient information to perform a specific computer vision tasks; specialised

tissue analysis; or targeted fluorescence imaging. However this reduces the versati-

lity of the system often limiting such imaging devices to a single imaging function

as the set of wavebands used is often tune for one specific task. One interesting

method that makes inroads to multifunction MSI is demonstrated by [42] combi-

ning surface reconstruction via structured light with a minimal 8 filter MS camera.

While combining both MS illumination of tissue with MSI camera could enable

concurrent MS imaging/analyses via a single device it makes such a system arbi-

trarily more complex in construction and calibration, which would likely negatively

impact then translation of such a system for clinical use.

MS reconstruction methods that try to estimate the full MS cube from one or

more RGB cameras have the potential to provide a general and cheep method for

acquiring MS data. These techniques are still at a fairly early stage in development

however in the domain of MAS and as such there still is a lack of high accuracy

methods that are also high speed in computation. The computation speed barrier

may not be as significant factor as it initially seems since the direction of compute

hardware is currently making huge improvements in concurrent code execution,

which plays well to the parallel nature of MS reconstruction algorithms. One of

the potential pitfalls of MS estimation from sparse or low fidelity measurements is

often the requirement for using priors on tissue spectral reflectance. The risk here is

that a general reconstruction technique would only be able to be used in a instances

where the patient pathology is congruent with the priors or learning data set, as such

the careful selection of these is important.

From currently available techniques there appear to be two promising areas
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of development, either augmenting and compensating deficiencies in existing MSI

techniques for more generally and better performance in surgery; or developing ro-

bust MS estimation methods that utilise existing non-specialised imaging hardware

commonly used in MAS. In chapter 3 the first of these two approaches is investiga-

ted, here the issues of large scale non-rigid motion blur in MSI of dynamic tissue is

tackled, using tissue tracking to estimate scene blur. However, despite developing

methods that would be capable of deconvolving individual channels of the MS data

the practical applications remain limited by the capture speed of the MSI device,

necessitating a minimum delay of several seconds before sufficient band limited

data has been acquired to perform inference on. As such the real time applicati-

ons of this approach are not viable unless the underlying MSI protocol was able

to capture at a faster rate, although in this case the presence of motion blur in the

scene would be greatly reduced. Thus for chapter 4 through chapter 6 the second

approach is explored by investigating robust methods for estimation of MS from

endoscopic RGB video data. The methods developed in these chapters make use of

priors on the spectral reflectance of tissue to build a methods capable of estimating

MSI data robustly enough to calculate tissue oxygenation and perfusion, at speeds

fast enough to enable real time applications.
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Chapter 3

Deblurring for Multispectral
Endoscopic Images

When adapting imaging techniques for use in an MAS context there are often a host

translational issues that arise which are either negligible or easily mitigated in other

use cases. One such issue that is a significant factor across many modalities of me-

dical imaging is the highly dynamic component of imaging human tissue. This can

originate from macroscopic patient motion; bodily functions such as breathing, di-

gestion, and heart rate; and in some cases from the clinician performing the imaging

i.e. not holding the h imaging device still. Further amplifying the impact of these

different sources of motion when performing optical imaging in MAS is the ope-

rational distance which is very small causing even small motions to become large

displacements in a camera’s field of view.

As discussed earlier MSI systems come in many different forms many that are

based on a single image channel laparoscope [68] and either rely on switching of

the illumination source or use an additional scope for visible white light visualisa-

tion. For ex-vivo use LCTF based MSI devices have matured as a versatile way of

acquiring full image data with spatially resolved high fidelity spectral response data

of tissue and ther subject matter. However for the in-vivo context these devices are

particularly sensitive to the effects of motion blurring due to the long exposure times

necessitated by the narrow band pass filtering performed by the LCTF. The main

drawback of LCTFs is their poor transmission properties, which are wavelength-

dependent and can require a long exposure time to acquire an image that has suf-

ficient source signal to identify the sample’s spectral response. The acquisition of

a complete stack of multispectral images may take several hundred milliseconds or

longer.

Blurring due to motion or other factors can have significant impact on the re-
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of the effects of estimating haemoglobin concentrations from
blurred data. Using synthetic blurred data with either linear or gaussian blurring, it can
be seen that the estimation THb from blurry data under estimates in areas of higher THb
and visa versa, where as the saturation estimation shows the opposite correlation with less
sensitivity.

sults of subsequent processing of acquired MS data. One such concern is due to the

sequential band limited imaging protocol employed by LCTF based devices regis-

tration is often required to align the separate bands [35], this is made more difficult

in the presence if significant blurring as it obfuscates tissue surface detail used for

the alignment. Another issue and one that this chapter addresses is how when you

have blurring in the image the apparent brightness of image data will be shifted to-

wards the mean brightness of the same image without blur. The problem with this

is that it means one can no longer treat the MS data as a localised spectral response

measurement but is now an average over the point spread function (PSF) of the blur.

This makes it more difficult to evaluate spatial variation in derived metrics such as

estimating HbO and Hb from blurry MS. When estimating HbO and Hb from blur-

red MS data the THb error is negatively correlated to true THb values, this is due to

higher THb regions corresponding to darker luminosity and lower THb regions si-

milarly with brighter luminosity, shown in Figure 3.1. The computed SO2 for blurry

MS data there is a similar less sensitive interaction albeit with a positive correlation

in estimation error to luminosity change.
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Figure 3.2: clockwise from left. The front of the laparoscope and the three camera multi-
plex; the experimental configuration; a sample from a typical capture data set for a single
multispectral stack, with corresponding stereo RGB.

3.1 Problem formulation
Since the estimation of haemoglobin concentrations is dependent on accurate me-

asurement of the tissue reflectance spectra, it makes the use of LCTF driven MSI

devices difficult to apply in an MSI use case due to the luminosity change from

motion blur. As such it could be advantageous to be able to remove the blur prior

to estimation of haemoglobin concentrations. The area of deconvolution is a very

mature research area and typically divides deconvolution protocols into non-blind,

semi-blind and semi-blind, corresponding to how much is know about the shape

of the convolution which image data were subjected to from the perspective of the

camera. The Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm [69, 70] is one of the most establis-

hed approaches requiring a known PSF. Semi-blind methods incorporate priors [71]

however often this makes optimisation non-convex. Blind deblurring using natural

image statistics is also possible [72], [73] but a major challenge for in vivo mul-

tispectral images is the lack of constraints to anatomical structural correspondence.

Further reason why it may be inadvisable to apply some purely blind methods is

that the statistics of images acquired during MAS differs from natural images these

techniques were designed for such as photography or astronomy. Stochastic decon-

volution [74] allows for better correspondence utilising a know spatially varying

point spread function (SVPSF), as well as being able to include arbitrary regula-

risation without the need for complex optimisation, at the cost of a prohibitively

slower execution time.

With this context this chapter will explore semi-blind deconvolution, using data

acquired using multi-channel single device system that comprises two VIS RGB

channels and a third LCTF driven MS channel. The integrated device is practi-

cal for clinical use through a single trocar. Additionally the LCTF is capable of

achieving a high spectral resolution (<10nm) and can be electronically-controlled,
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a d c
Figure 3.3: a) Tissue imaged under simulated spatially varying motion b) Deblurring using
typical [76] spatially varying extension of the Richardson Lucy algorithm c) Deblurring
using our proposed adapted method.

allowing on-demand access to wavelengths of interest. The use of this device ena-

bles the estimation of a dense SVPSF for the scene which can be then used in the

deconvolution of the MSI data. Multiple camera methods are able recover the in-

formation from one or more cameras and use it to formulate the SVPSF in another

[75]. This can be achieved using optical flow to estimate a discrete SVPSF to use

as a seed for iterative optimisation [76]. Existing algorithms have difficulty with

scenes that are undergoing non-rigid deformations as in MAS and which exhibit

complex reflectance functions. However there are methods that have been expli-

citly designed for tracking in MAS [67] which can be adapted for this use case,

this method can generalise to allow for dense non-rigid scene deformation. As with

other intra-operative imaging modalities part of the value to clinicians is the abi-

lity to get an immediate measurement, or at least with negligible delay, a further

consideration is the processing time for deblurring the images.

3.2 Methods
The trinocular MS endoscope used for this study is shown in Fig. 3.2. The scope

delivers colour stereo images at a resolution of 1024×768 pixels using two IDS

Imaging, uEye 2230-C cameras. The wide-angle central channel of the scope is

routed through a LCTF (Varispec, CRI, Inc) to a monochrome camera (Thorlabs

DCU 223M). The LCTF has a spectral range running from 400-720 nm with a

resolution of 10 nm. The multispectral camera was synchronised with the LCTF so

that a given wavelength range, decomposed into contiguous non-overlapping 10 nm

bands, is captured such that each image corresponds to a single band. A 25.4 mm

diameter, 75 mm focal length lens was used to provide magnification in the wide-

angle central channel in order observe the same site at the white light channels.

Due to the low transmission of the LCTF, a long integration time is required for

the multispectral camera, making this the speed-limiting element. For the in-vivo
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experiment, the integration time and gain were set to 1000ms and 25 respectively

for the multispectral camera, and 90 ms and 20 for the stereo cameras1.

Semi-blind deconvolution is performed by using the stereo RGB images to

estimate a deformation field in the image plane of the multispectral camera. The

deconvolution method is an extension of the RL algorithm which can be expressed

using the convolution operator [77, 78] as follows:

I(n+1) =

{{
B

I(n)⊗ k

}
⊗ k̂
}

I(n) (3.1)

such that for a 2D PSF k with an index space Ω ⊆ R2+, the inverse point spread

function k̂ is

k̂(x) = k(max(Ω)−x),x ∈Ω.

The formulation (3.1) can be extended to incorporate an SVPSF by creating an

individual ki for every pixel in the image. However, it has been observed that while

it is possible to generate per-pixel kernels from deformation fields, standard RL

deconvolution will become unstable for SVPSFs as seen in Fig. 3.5 [79][80]. This

stems from the non symmetrical nature of the forward blurring kernel compared to

the inverse error collection kernel. To rectify this a generalisation is made of the RL

algorithm, and propose a new non-symmetric blur method that directly utilises the

source deformation field, via successive re-sampling.

The generalised Richardson-Lucy algorithm can be expressed as the error me-

tric and the iteration update, with the blur model independent of the algorithm. This

is observed from (3.1) which articulates the blur model as the convolution operator,

equivalent to original summation based expression of the RL algorithm.

Generalised Richardson Lucy Algorithm

f o r o b s e r v e d b l u r r e d image B

L e s t = B

f o r i t o i max

# c a l c u l a t e an e r r o r image from t h e c u r r e n t e s t i m a t e

B e s t = Blu r ( L e s t )

e r r = B . / Bes t

# a c c u m u l a t e t h e e r r o r t o c o n t r i b u t o r l o c a t i o n s

e r r b = i n v B l u r ( e r r )

L e s t = e r r b . * L e s t

1Further details of scope design and configuration are found in [35].
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This generalisation is also similar to to way in which [80] incorporate their accu-

mulative blur model with the RL framework.

Re-sampling blur evolves a sampling grid by repeated re-sampling the grid

locations deformed by a spatially varying deformation field. The sampling grid is

then used to accumulate samples from a source image to form the blurred image.

The intuition of this method follows from the PSF generation method of [79], where

blur kernels are rendered by drawing line segments of a motion path weighted by

the relative time duration the segment corresponds to. Using the same approach

a sampling point sn is propagated through a deformation field D, and instead of

drawing the trace of this sampling point into a kernel it is used it to accumulate

successive samples from the source image. So to create the blurred image B from

input image I, the value at bi ∈ B is calculate as

bi = ∆

N

∑
n=0

I(sn) (3.2)

where ∆ = 1
N , and sn is the sampling position calculated recursively as

sn+1 = sn +∆tD(sn) (3.3)

with s0 initialised as the coordinate location of bi, and t is the length of exposure.

B-Spline sampling is used to sample the deformation D(sn) and input I(sn) for each

location sn. In order to integrate this blur model with the generalised RL algorithm

an inverse blurring function can elegantly be expressed by negating the deformation

fields. To avoid zigzag drift, as shown in Fig. 3.5 as an artefact of rotational blur,

the update for sn is modified to use a weighted filter over a neighbourhood centred at

sn. So for filter f and neighbourhood offsets d, indexed over Ω, the update equation

Figure 3.4: Left: a kernels sampled form an SVPSF overlaid on a clear image. Right: the
clear image blurred by the SVPSF
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for sn becomes

sn+1 = sn +
Ω

∑
x

f (x)∆tD(sn +d(x)) (3.4)

3.3 Experiments and Results
Synthetic data generated from blurring ground truth images for known deformation

fields so as to be able to assess the effectiveness of this method against standard

RL under perfect conditions. Various deformation fields could then be applied to

the images to explore the stability of the algorithm under different simulated con-

ditions. For simulated motion typical of respiratory effects, as shown in Fig. 3.3,

it is plainly visible that this method contains fewer artefacts arising from incorrect

error accumulation. This method was also stress tested on particularly taxing blur

such as large rotations for which standard RL performs very unstably. Notably this

method can be seen to be robust even for many iterations Fig. 3.5. The rotational

experiment also clearly demonstrated how improving the tracking of the sampling

grid translates directly to an improvement in the stability of this algorithm.

Making comparisons in the frequency domain (Fig. 3.6) it is seen that these

deblurred results have a similar frequency profile to that of the ground truth, where

as the blurred data has significantly more weighting to the lower frequencies as

expected. Further more by looking at how the PSNR for the frequency domain

varies, over scale space, it can be seen how this method improves on the standard

RL, and blurred results, by recovering more fine image structure at the trade off

of less large scale accuracy. Frequency domain comparisons were chosen because

they would be more sensitive to errors often created by RL deconvolution such as

ringing artefacts introduced during deblurring.

Ex vivo experiments were carried out using a translation stage, to simulate spa-

Figure 3.5: Comparative stability of different deblurring algorithms on a particularly pro-
blematic spatially varying blur of large rotation. From right to left; deblurring using stan-
dard RL deconvolution with pixel wise kernels[79] after only 10 iterations; deconvolution
using RL and re-sampled accumulation at 500 iterations; deconvolution using RL and 3x3
filtered re-sampled accumulation at 500 iterations.
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Figure 3.6: A frequency domain comparison of, a) the blurred image and b) deblurred
(in blue) against the ground truth (in green). c) Comparison of PSNR of in the frequency
domain over scale space.

tially varying motion. By positioning the plane of translation non-parallel to the

imaging plane of the camera a large spatially varying projective motion could be

generated. The multispectral stacks were registered and points of interested identi-

fied, surrounding patches were then extracted.

The multispectral stacks for each patch were processed, extracting the reflec-

tance spectra of the tissue of interest, in order to calculate haemoglobin concen-

tration [35]. Two different preprocessing methods were used on the data, prior to

patch extraction, to compare results with the unprocessed blurred images. Fig. 3.7

shows two selected feature points observed in the data and compares the results of

deblurring and deblurring with denoising (pre-filtering bilaterally). There are visi-

ble improvements to localisation of structure in the total haemoglobin analysis, for

the deblurred and in particular where the data is also initially denoised.

3.4 Discussion
Incorporating this spatially varying blur model with the generalised RL algorithm

provides an accurate and computationally efficient deblurring of multispectral ima-

ges even with non-uniform blur. Bilateral filtering prior to deconvolution has a

positive effect down stream on the results of structural cohesion visible in total hae-

moglobin analysis. Characteristic artefacts the RL approach appear when very hard

edges are visible in the image such as near surface vessels but it may possible to

dampen the expression of these artefacts [81]. The atomic design of this algorithm

allows for parallelisation and, while for our ex vivo data with 100 pixels PSFs de-

blurring times of around 5min, with a well optimised implementation near real-time

performance is possible. Memory usage is efficient since deformation is stored as

a field instead of per-pixel kernels. This is important because uncompressed per-

pixel floating point 40×40 kernels would require over 6GB for all kernels for a one

mega-pixel image.
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Figure 3.7: Multispectral regression results for two points of interest, showing total haemo-
globin (Thb) and colour reconstruction. The reconstruction are predominantly red because
most of the shorter wavelength bands are not available.

While this approach makes headway towards improving the results of proces-

sing the MSI data via deblurring the net result is still some way from bing able to

provide real-time imaging of haemoglobin concentrations to a clinician. Even with

further optimisation to the deblurring algorithm and implementation there would

remain a limiting factor of the MS camera’s acquisition rate. As such to provide

potential real-time imaging of haemodynamic concentrations within tissue for in-

stance to track ischaemia in organs during a MAS procedure alternative acquisition

methods may be more appropriate. To this end in the next chapter will look at ways

of inferring the MS data from wide band RGB measurements in the VIS spectrum

to achieve potential real-time in-vivo imaging of haemoglobin concentrations.
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Chapter 4

Smoothness Constrained Estimation

Intraoperative imaging is critical for guiding surgical procedures, especially in mi-

nimally invasive surgery (MIS) where the surgeon’s access to the surgical site is

indirect and restricted [12]. As discussed in earlier chapter there are many different

imaging modalities available to clinicians for the purposes of guidance navigation

and assessment, MSI having the potential to deliver a wide range of beneficial in-

sights. In the previous chapter the use of MSI to estimate haemoglobin is one of

these potential ways of delivering salient information during a procedure such as

tissue structure [27] or viability [28]. However many existing techniques fall short

in being able to deliver rich real-time information in this respect limiting their abi-

lity to be deployed clinical where it may be desirable to perform rapid assessment of

tissue, or track dynamic changes in haemoglobin concentrations [34]. In chapter 2 a

number of potential rapid MSI solutions are discussed however these often demand

modification the laparoscopic imaging hardware or protocols. These modifications

can be disruptive performing concurrent imaging in other optical modalities, such

as necessitating the introduction of an extra trocar or modifying the illumination

of the surgical site. Since the primary form of optical imaging used during MAS

procedures comprises VIS spectrum RGB imaging it makes it a natural avenue to

explore ways this modality can be adapted for use in estimating haemoglobin con-

centrations.

The advantages of potential co-opting the RGB data are that it removes the

acquisition bottleneck potentially enabling video rate imaging, also it would remove

then need to modify a current surgical imaging setup. However the issues with RGB

imaging are that the bands for each channel are wide and have a high degree of

overlap as well as varying inconsistently from one device to another in terms of each

channels specific spectral response. The large degree of overlap in each channel, as

is shown later, causes uncertainty in estimating the underling spectral reflectance of
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the tissue imaged, which is further muddied by the wide band size of each channel.

In this chapter a method for estimating THb and SO2 is developed that use the

RGB sensors from a stereo laparoscope. The calibrated sensors’ response curves

define the mapping of the latent MS onto RGB space this process can be inverted

using a Tikhonov regularisation scheme to preserve smoothness. This reduces the

haemoglobin estimation problem into a two step process with the first of step having

a closed form solution, enabling rapid processing of full frame stereo data. In later

chapters this two step method of estimating haemoglobin via estimating the hidden

MS data is developed further.

4.1 Methods
Given an MS measurement comprising many non-overlapping band limited indivi-

dual measurements Iλ , and a corresponding vector of initial illumination I0,λ , the

estimation of the concentration parameters ααα is a straight forward least squares fit-

ting. Where λ corresponds to the the wavelengths of the band centres. This result

is simply from rearranging the Beer-Lambert equation as such for an individual

wavelength:

− log(
Iλ

I0,λ
) = ξξξ ααα (4.1)

The attenuation coefficients ξξξ for the chromophores of Hb and HbO are dependant

on scattering and absorption characteristics which are often given in the context of
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transmission. For computational efficiency, and to convert this to a backscattering

context, these are composited into a single attenuation factor (Figure 4.1) determi-

ned via MC simulation [82]. To apply the Beer-Lambert equation the MS bands

must be non-overlapping and each very narrow, given these conditions then this

expression can be solved using a non-negative least squares solver to ensure positi-

vity: the fast non-negative least squares method of [83] is utilised to constrain the

estimation from MS data.

In this case the measurement is actually from two cameras yielding 6 channels

each with significant spectral overlap and spanning a wide spectral range. In order to

preserve the conditions of the Beer-Lambert equation, to solve this directly from the

RGB measurement it would be necessary to pose the solution as the minimisation of

6 variably weighted sums of exponential terms. For example an individual channel

measurement would be:

IN =CN,λ1I0,λ1 expξλ1
α +CN,λ2I0,λ2 expξλ2

α + . . .CN,λnI0,λn expξλnα (4.2)

Here IN is the Nth channel and the and CN,λn is the weighting corresponding to

wavelength λn for that channel i.e. a discretisation of that channels response curve.

Solving Equation 4.2 for the concentration α directly would not have a concise

closed form linear solution, so instead the estimation of α is divided into two steps.

In the first step the MS reflectance Ĩλn is estimated for each wavelengths by solving

accross all N channels
I1
...

IN

=


C1,λ1 Ĩλ1 +C1,λ2 Ĩλ2 + . . .C1,λn Ĩλn

...

CN,λ1 Ĩλ1 +CN,λ2 Ĩλ2 + . . .CN,λn Ĩλn

 (4.3)

from this estimate Ĩλ , of the tissue spectral reflectance Iλ , the concentrations can be

estimated as normally would be done using Beer-Lambert methods.

The naı̈ve approach of estimating the MS data from the measured RGB image

data IRGBs is to invert the spectral response curve of the camera C solving the linear

system though a least squares minimization such as:

Iλ = argmin
Iλ

‖CIλ − IRGBs‖2 (4.4)

where || · || is the L2 norm. This yields a poor estimation of the true MS data due

to the problem being vastly under constrained. Iλ can have an order of magnitude
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more entries then IRGBs, thus the naı̈ve solution, while in sense correct, is often

a metamerism of the true MS data for the given C, as shown in Figure 4.2. To

constrain the estimation a prior (Γ) on Iλ is imposed, this is done using a Tikhonov

regularisation:

Iλ = argmin
Iλ

‖CIλ − IRGBs‖2 +‖γΓIλ‖2 (4.5)

The strength of the prior is regulated by the scalar γ = 0.01. This is typically solved

implicitly as:

Iλ = (CTC+Γ
T

Γ)−1CT IRGBs (4.6)

where Γ is often the identity matrix thus minimising the overall size of Iλ . However

a Laplacian matrix is used for Γ to penalise non-smooth Iλ , the Laplacian matrix is

formed of ones on the leading diagonal and negative half on the first super and sub

diagonals. This choice of Γ is made because the MS data is expected to be similar

to that predicted by the Beer-Lambert relationship, which is mostly smooth across

the visible wavelength range for ξξξ comprising attenuation due to oxy and de-oxy

haemoglobin.

This method can also be applied to a monocular imaging context by reducing

the number of columns in C and the length of IRGBs. This allows concentration

estimation to either happen jointly utilising data from 2 or more cameras or inde-

pendently for each camera.
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4.2 Experiments and Results
4.2.1 Camera Spectral Response Dependency
This method is dependant on having available an accurate spectral response cali-

bration for the camera sensor(s), protocols do exist for capturing very high quality

calibration with negligible error using a monochromatic light source [84]. In the

context of MAS such lengthy and refined calibration is unlikely to be available and

calibration will probably be performed via imaging coloured patches of known re-

flectance [85]. This type of calibration is less accurate and at high sensor noise

levels during calibration results in erroneous spectral response curve. The effect of

a miss calibrated spectral response acquired in this manner is to bias the result of

the optimisation towards deoxy haemoglobin however the THb measure appears to

be moderately robust to sensor miss-calibration.

4.2.2 Synthetic Evaluation
To create synthetic test data MS image data was simulated, via MC methods, and

was subsequently filtered to generate RGB camera responses. The optical cha-

racteristics of blood and colonic submucosa (soft tissue) were compiled from [86]

and [87] respectively. The synthetic phantom model comprised a homogeneous

block of soft tissue with three superficial vessels containing either oxygenated or

de-oxygenated blood. The three blood vessels had different uniform diameters of

2mm, 1mm and 0.5mm and the top edge of each vessel was at the same depth below

the surface of the tissue at a depth of 1mm.

The mesh-based monte carlo (MMC) framework of [88] was used with the

digital phantom model shown in Figure 4.2. For the MMC simulation photons

were generated at intervals of 10nm across the range 400nm to 900nm. To detect

the backscattered light photon momentum was recorded for all photons leaving the

bounds of the meshed region. Photons that did not exit through the side of the mesh

that was illuminated were discarded as were photons leaving at angles to the surface

too oblique to be detected by a detector placed at 10mm away from the illuminated

surface. To simulate MS camera images of the scene the photons arriving at the

detector were filtered into spectral bands. RGB images were generated by filtering

the MS data with the response curves corresponding to RGB cameras, a stereo re-

sponse curve is inset in Figure 4.2. Noise was added to the MS data by adding zero

mean normally distributed vales to each channel, for the RGB noise was generated

correlated based on the response curve of the camera.

The performance of this method as seen in Figure 4.3 is close to the estimation
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from full MS data as the noise level increases. Also at low noise levels the stereo

(6 channel) version of this method outperforms the monocular (3 channel) version.

However at high levels of noise the stereo version under-performs due to the increa-

sed likelihood of over or under saturated pixel data in the six channels compared to

the three of the monocular version. The impact of over or under saturated measure-

ment data is more significant in this method compared to an MS approach because

each channel in this method corresponds to wide wavelength range, which in the

presence of the smoothness prior on the Iλ causes large global under or over chro-

mophore concentration estimation. The presence of a few saturated outliers has less

impact on the MS method as it is directly fitting against the MS data, and the effect

of a saturated outlier is localised to an individual wavelength band.

4.2.3 In-vivo Validation
Multispectral data from a porcine study was used to create a ground truth Hb and

HbO concentration maps and corresponding RGB images. Multispectral data sets

M comprised 24 non-overlapping 10nm wide band limited images over the spectral

range 460nm to 690nm. Multispectral haemoglobin estimation using the method

of [35] was performed on these data to establish a best case ground truth and the

coefficient of determination (CoD) of this fit was calculated. A subset M̂ of the

original MS data was masked where the CoD was over 0.5, creating an MS data

set where there is high confidence in the ground truth concentration. From the 58

MS data sets corresponding RGB images were generated from typical RGB camera
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response curves.

Both the monocular and stereo version of this method were run on M̂ and com-

parison was then made against the MS derived the ground truth. Concentrations of

Hb and HbO were then converted into the total haemoglobin and oxygen saturation

measures since these are the markers that would then be used to clinical evaluate

a surgical site. As shown in (4.4) the use of stereo significantly improves on the

estimation of total haemoglobin with an overall mean absolute error of less then

3g/litre when using 6 channels from two cameras compared to over 6g/litre for a 3

channel monocular approach. The standard deviation of the error for each method

remains close yet is slightly lower for the 6 channel variant. Given that THb con-

centration of whole blood is in the region of 145g/litre this indicates a high degree

of accuracy when imaging for the purposes of perfusion mapping. SO2 estimation

shows the most marked improvement when using stereo over monocular with an

overall saturation estimation error of 10.27% down from 41.71% for the stereo and

mono variants respectively. In evaluating the in vivo performance, results that cor-

responded to a THb concentration greater than 200g/litre were considered outliers

this enumerated as less than 0.1% of the results being rejected as outliers.

In both cases this method produces highly similar results to those from MS
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inference, and the error is typically located in areas not corresponding to vascula-

ture. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4 where a section of bowel is exposed on a gauze

background. For the stereo case the error in THb estimation is very low across the

view however the SO2 estimation performs less well in areas of low THb. This is to

be expected as the oxygen saturation is a ratio of Hb and HbO and when both are at

low concentration small errors in estimation of either in either become amplified in

the aggregate saturation measure.

4.3 Discussion
The novelty of this described approach comes from it’s ability to estimate concen-

trations of haemoglobin directly from existing laparoscopic RGB imaging devices

that may currently be already in use in theatre. The method provides greater accu-

racy when applied to stereoscopic data as typically found in robotic assisted MAS.

It is shown that the method performs well on synthetic data and is comparable to

the result from raw MSI data acquired using modified imaging hardware such as

an LCTF camera. This method’s only requirement is to have a calibration of the

laparoscopic sensors and light source to capture the response curve of each chan-

nel. This makes the technique very applicable to a wide range of MAS procedures

and easily to integrate in the operating theatre. The success of this stereo method

is going to be strongly linked to the quality of the registration of the two camera

views, while this remains an open problem there exist effective techniques specifi-

cally targeted at registration for MS inference [67] [35]. This method also requires

imaging to be at a constant distance from the tissue surface, integrating the stereo

acquired depth information may provide was to normalise for these global changes

in irradiance.

The key limitation of this method is the accuracy of the estimation result, while

including more RGB measurements from cameras with distinct channel spectral re-

sponses does improve the estimation of THb to a degree, the estimated SO2 remains

in the region of unusable. In the next chapter a more robust method for jointly es-

timating the haemoglobin concentrations with the latent MS reference data is deve-

loped to improve upon the final estimation accuracy.
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Chapter 5

Robust Estimation via Bayesian Prior

Continuing with the motivation of estimating haemoglobin concentrations from VIS

spectrum RGB imaging, this chapter, focuses on refining the accuracy of estimation

by a more rigorous constraint of the distribution of hidden MS data. The technique

presented in the previous chapter illustrates how haemoglobin concentrations can

be estimated from RGB image data by making an intermediate estimate of the cor-

responding MS reflectance of tissue. However the while the smoothness constraint

allows for rapid computation, the Tikhonov method is limited in it’s accuracy espe-

cially in the estimation of SO2. This is because there are subtle differences between

the attenuation distributions of HbO and Hb which under a strong smoothness prior

are lost. The assumption put forward that justifies the use of a smoothness prior on

the latent MS reflectance is that the dominant chromophores in the image are hae-

moglobin [89], however it would be possible to provide a more rigorous and general

prior that simply stated the the distribution of MS data must follow that which is li-

kely to be produced by a combination of known chromophores in the field of view.

The strength of this more constrained prior is that it preserves potential variation in

the MS data estimate allowing for better separation of chromophores. The improved

estimation accuracy that this brings enables the use of monocular RGB imaging to

achieve better results then multichannel estimation via tikhonov regularisation.

An iterative Bayesian approach is developed from modeling the sensor’s pixel

measurements as weighted sums over a mixture of Poisson distributions and optimi-

sing the variables SO2 and THb to maximise the likelihood of the observations. To

validate the technique, synthetic images are generated from MC physics simulation

of light transport through soft tissue containing sub-surface blood vessels as is done

in the previous chapter also. The synthetic data sets are also used to evaluate the

robustness of Bayesian method to a poor initial calibration of RGB sensor. In vivo

validation is also performed by comparing the method to a MSI dataset acquired
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5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Light-Tissue Reflectance Model
Light arriving at the endoscopic camera (Figure 5.1) is assumed to have been back

scattered and attenuated by passing through tissue containing spatially varying con-

centrations of chromophores. The dominant chromophores in tissue are assumed to

be the two oxygenation states that haemoglobin can take, HbO and Hb (hhhbbb), cor-

responding to oxygenated and de-oxygenated respectively. At a given x,y image

location (xxx) the concentration of chromophores hhhbbb(xxx), within the corresponding tis-

sue location, can be estimated using the modified Beer-Lambert relationship [90].

This defines the model for how the concentration of all chromophores present in a

sample (the tissue corresponding to image position xxx) attenuate the incident light

III0,λλλ (xxx) for a set of illumination wavelengths λλλ . The resulting intensity of light

leaving the scene at that position, IIIλλλ (xxx) can then be calculated as:

IIIλλλ (xxx) = III0,λλλ (xxx)e(
−GGG(xxx)−hhhbbb(xxx)µµµhhhbbb,λ ξξξ hhhbbb) (5.1)

From the original Beer-Lambert equation, the attenuation can be expressed as

due to absorption ξξξ hhhbbb,λλλ over the wavelength range λλλ for each chromophore. The

modified form of the Beer-Lambert relationship introduces two additions. The first

new variable is the mean path length of light travelling through the tissue µµµhhhbbb,λ .

This is assumed to be longer than the shortest distance between the source and de-

tector because each photon will have been scattered along the way. The assumption

is appropriate for endoscopic systems where the illumination and the camera are

modelled at the tip of the scope and also since each photon will take a slightly dif-

ferent path the value of µµµ represents the mean path length. The second extension

is to include a geometric factor GGG(xxx) to describe the effect of loss due to scattering

such that the resultant photon path never intersects the detector. As is done in chap-

ter 4 these are reduced to a single term representation but this geometry factor can

also be expanded as a constant and linear term with the latter being dependant on

wavelength [91]. Rearranging the terms of (5.1) it is possible to formulate a linear

relationship:

A =− log
(

IIIλ (xxx)
III0,λ (xxx)

)
= GGG(xxx)+hhhbbb(xxx)µµµhhhbbb,λ ξξξ hhhbbb. (5.2)

The negative log ratio of the incident to exit intensity is the total attenuation,

A. When the wavelength range is narrower, for example 500nm to 600nm, the con-

stant offset plus linear scattering term can be used for GGG(xxx) [91]. However, when
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using an RGB sensor, over the wide spectral range of each measurement, the scat-

tering parameters for HbO and Hb are not completely linear. This observation is

apparent on inspection of the scattering and attenuation coefficients data [86], espe-

cially towards shorter wavelengths, and varies slightly between each chromophore.

For this formulation, instead of analytically modelling the wavelength dependent

absorption and scattering attenuation for each chromophore, an attenuation factor

ξ̂hhhbbb is empirically derived by using MC simulation [34], [82]. Given the incident il-

lumination is known, the chromophore concentration parameters hhhbbb(xxx) on the right

can be found by making many spectrally distinct measurements of the tissue and

solving the linear equation:

A = ξ̂ξξ hhhbbbhhhbbb(xxx) (5.3)

Approaches where many MS narrow bands can be obtained, will typically use

a form of (5.2) or (5.3) either with or without the scattering component. But for

the estimation method developed here above light-tissue interaction relationship is

used.

5.1.2 Sensor Model
the probability for a sensor to detect photons is assumed dependant on two random

variables. The first is the probability that a photon left the scene and arrived at the

sensor III(xxx,hhhbbb(xxx)) and second describes whether the sensor will detect it ρρρ based

on its spectral sensitivity as shown in see Figure 5.2. It is also assumed that ρρρ is

constant throughout the imaging process but may vary dependent on wavelength.

The resulting formulation becomes a counting problem and the probability distribu-

tion of the sensor becomes Poisson(ρλ ·E [Iλ (xxx,hhhbbb(xxx))]) for any given wavelength,

where E [·] represents the expectation of the random variable.

For a wide band detector, such as an entire channel (c) of an RGB sensor, the

weighted sum over the sensitive range of wavelengths has weights corresponding to

the sensitivity ρc,λ at that particular wavelength. The random variable of the channel

measurement IIIc(xxx,hhhbbb(xxx)) can be written as the inner product over all wavelengths:

IIIc(xxx,ξξξ (xxx)) = 〈ρρρc, III(xxx,hhhbbb(xxx))〉
λ

(5.4)

This is a straightforward sum because the contributions from different wa-

velengths are independent when conditioned on the chromophore concentration

hhhbbb(xxx). The distribution of this random variable is also Poisson distributed with

a mean and variance:
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µc = σc
2 =

λ

∑ρc,λ E [Iλ (xxx)] (5.5)

The random variables for sensor measurements are also conditional on the

unknown concentration values hhhbbb(xxx) at a given position.

5.1.3 Reflectance Spectra Estimation
Since Equation 5.4 is a linear model, the natural way to recover IIIλ (xxx,hhhbbb(xxx)) is to

use regularised linear inversion, regularisation being needed to account for Equa-

tion 5.4 being ill conditioned. An attractive method to do so is Tikhonov regula-

risation, as it provides a closed form regularised estimation of the MS reflectance

[24, 92]. Solving at point xxx (omitted for brevity1) as a linear system with a regula-

risation parameter γ:

IIIλλλ =
(
ρρρ

T
ρρρ + γ ∗ Id

)−1
ρρρ

T · IIIccc (5.6)

Adopting normal notation Id is the identity matrix. While using Tikhonov

regularisation is computationally efficient, it often trades stability of the inversion

at the cost of over smoothing the result, which introduces a bias in the computed

haemoglobin concentrations. While it may be possible to determine a heuristic to

correct for the resultant estimation bias, by fitting computed to known concentra-

tion, this would limit the flexibility and robustness of the method and would be

1From here on, spatial variable (xxx) that describes a position in the image is omitted because all
calculations are made local to a point without neighbourhood information.
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unique for every sensor. To avoid having to calculate sensor specific correction fac-

tors, as well as to have greater resilience to sensor noise, an alternative approach is

to perform estimation using Bayesian inference.

For an RGB sensor, Bayes’ rule gives the relationship:

P(hhhbbb|Ir, Ig, Ib) =
P(Ir, Ig, Ib|hhhbbb)P(hhhbbb)

P(Ir, Ig, Ib)
(5.7)

where P(·) is a probability. Due to the channel response being independent and

conditioned on the chromophore concentrations,the right hand side of Equation 5.7

can be formulated as:

P(Ir|hhhbbb)P(Ig|hhhbbb)P(Ib|hhhbbb)P(hhhbbb)
P(Ir, Ig, Ib)

(5.8)

This gives the product of measurement probabilities for individual channels

and a prior on the concentrations hhhbbb.

Since each channel accumulates over a wide wavelength range, the mean

counts will be large and hence the Poisson distribution of count values in each

channel can be approximated as normally distributed N (µ,σ). Because the deno-

minator of Equation 5.8 does not depend on hhhbbb, it can be ignored for the purposes

of maximisation, and that Equation 5.7 will be maximised for:

argmax
ξ

{
P(hhhbbb)

ccc

∏N (µµµc,hhhbbb,σσσ c,hhhbbb)

}
(5.9)

The only prior on hhhbbb are that all elements are non-negative because it is not

possible to have negative concentrations. While this may seem too relaxed a con-

straint allowing concentrations to be potentially infinite, the cases when this might

occur are limited to degenerate situations where the count for each channel of the

sensor is zero or very close to zero. These degenerate cases are an inevitability of

the discretisation of the sensor measurements.

5.1.4 Parameter Optimisation
Since the modified Beer-Lambert model is only suitable for measurements that are

non-overlapping and narrow banded, first the spectrum of incidental light IIIλ
′ ar-

riving at the RGB sensor is estimated. Secondly the concentrations of HbO and

Hb from IIIλ
′ solving (5.2) is estimated by minimising the sum of square difference

(SSD). This is performed iteratively alternating between estimating the MS data IIIλ
′

and then concentrations hhhbbb.

Estimating the MS data from RGB measurements by linearly solving using the
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camera response matrix results in a very poor approximation even with the posi-

tivity constraint, as shown in chapter 4. Typically this is because the formulation

results in a sparse estimate with high values in a small number of wavelengths due

to being highly under constrained. A Bayesian maximum a posterior (MAP) es-

timation derived from (5.9) can be utilised to pose this step in a constrained way

as:

III′
λ
= argmax

IIIλ

{( ccc

∏N (µµµc,IIIλ
,σσσ c,IIIλ

)

)
P(IIIλλλ )

}
(5.10)

The prior is generated from the previous estimation of ξξξ using (5.1) to estimate

the absorption. Each per channel variable is maximised when the difference is mi-

nimised between 〈ρρρc, IIIλ 〉 and the measurements made in each channel. The effect

of the prior is to penalise the per wavelength deviation of IIIλ from the the current

estimate hence Equation 5.11 can be posed as the minimisation:

III′
λ
= argmin

IIIλ

{
c

∑(〈ρρρc, IIIλ 〉− Ic)
2 +

λ

∑(IIIλ −E [Iλ ])
2

}
(5.11)

The expected value of the spectral power distribution (SPD) of IIIλ , written

E [IIIλ ], is derived generatively from Equation 5.1 using the previous iteration’s con-

centration estimates. It is important to note that the approximation of the Poisson

distribution by the Normal distribution for large counts could potentially allow ne-

gative count values for each wavelength. To avoid this a non-negativity constraint

is imposed on III′
λ

to prevent physically impossible values. The full estimation and

optimisation process can be summarised as shown in Figure 5.2.

5.1.5 Implementation Details
The optimisation of Equation 5.11 is possible via a single linear expression solving

for III′
λ

on the left hand side below:


γ 0

. . .

0 γ

ρρρr,g,b

 III′
λ
=


γE [IIIλ ]

Ir

Ig

Ib

 (5.12)

where Ir, Ig and Ib are the sensor measurements in each channel and γ is a

regularisation constant. To prevent the prior dominating the term γ = 0.01 is used,

this value of γ was determined as effective experimentally via linear search on synt-

hetic data sets. As γ effects the expression of the prior it is important that its value
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is not too small otherwise when solving Equation 5.12 the left hand side will be

ill conditioned. Similarly, too great a value will cause over fitting to the prior esti-

mation ignoring the RGB measurements. Since the left hand side of Equation 5.12

is constant over all iterations, a computationally efficient approach is to reuse de-

compositions of the left hand side matrix at each iteration. The two step estimation

process of alternatively estimating the latent MS data and then the chromophore

concentrations is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

A fast non-negative least squares method is used to solve Equation 5.12 and

also for the subsequent parameter estimation from the estimated emission MS data

[83]. Direct computation using this method with on-the-fly optimisation yields

frame rates of 2.5 frames per second (720p), using a Surface Pro 3 2.3GHz 8GB

RAM. However, the optimisation is deterministic for a given illumination spectrum

and camera sensor response and real-time performance can easily be achieved by

using a precomputed look up table (LuT) of all possible RGB values. Using a LuT

consisting of all possible 24bit RGB colours (approx. 16 million) it is possible to

process endoscopic images at video rate (over 30fps) using a serial implementation

requiring 270MB of RAM. Results for two types of validation are explored here,

using simulated data and in-vivo porcine data where the practical validity of the ap-

proach can be seen. Simulated data was generated to study the numerical stability

and accuracy of the Bayesian method in controlled scenarios. The In vivo experi-

mental validation utilises data gathered from an animal experiment to evaluate the

performance of The Bayesian method compared to Tikhonov regularised estimation

chapter 4 and the result from using an endoscopic MSI device [35].

In lieu of high quality in-vivo ground truth data the Bayesian technique is first

validated using synthetic data generated from measured optical characteristics of

blood [86] and sub mucosa [87]. This method is similar that employed in chap-

ter 4 however here the process is covered in some greater detail. For simulating the

interaction of light and tissue, monte carlo for multi-layered media (MCML) simu-

lation [93] has been an established method for simulating light transport through

layered turbid media. To simulate tube like vessels MMC [88] is used because this

develops a more expressive simulation framework that allows 3D mesh based struc-

tures, as well as refraction and reflection across boundaries of different refractive

indices. MSI data is simulated using MMC which was subsequently filtered by

applying known RGB camera spectral responses to create RGB images. The digi-

tal phantom, shown in Figure 4.2, comprised a homogeneous block of soft tissue,

bowel sub mucosa, with three superficial vessels containing either oxygenated or
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de-oxygenated blood. The three blood vessels had different uniform diameters of

2 mm, 1 mm and 0.5 mm and the top edges of each vessel were at 0.1 mm below

the surface of the tissue. This depth was chosen to balance the obfuscating effect

of the surrounding soft-tissue volume while maintaining reasonable detectability of

the vessels. While this may seem shallow, the high degree of scattering makes it in-

creasingly difficult to detect vessels embedded more than 2 mm beneath the surface.

However, this is typical for MSI which is known to be only capable of measuring

a superficial layer of tissue. The optical characteristics of blood and colonic sub-

mucosa were compiled from [86] and [87] respectively. The mesh was made denser

near the blood vessel boundaries for smoother approximation of the curved vessel

walls.

During MMC simulation, photons were generated at intervals of 10nm across

the visible range between 400 nm to 900 nm. To detect the backscattered light,

the final direction of travel for each photon was recorded leaving the bounds of

the meshed region. Photons that did not exit through the side of the mesh that

was illuminated were discarded as were photons leaving at angles to the surface

too oblique to be detected by a detector placed at 10 mm above the illuminated

surface. The simulated detector was placed close to the tissue surface because the

light exiting the tissue is highly diffuse and placing the detector further from the

tissue would have an exponential penalty in simulation time.

Image data for each wavelength band were then generated at the detector lo-

cation A total of 2× 109 photons were generated uniformly distributed across the

illumination surface with random initialisations. The number of photons was cho-

sen by following MMC examples and documentation, as well as, from the practical

constraint of the number of photons that could be simulated in 5 weeks of simulation

time on available hardware. To simulate MSI data, photons were first filtered into

spectral bands and then used the incident angle at the detector to further filter pho-

tons according to the camera model. Since, for computational reasons, the detector

in our simulation environment had to be close to the tissue surface an orthographic

camera model was used. The orthographic camera model also avoids angular bias

found in projective cameras, where light at the edge of the image exits the tissue

at a much shallower angle than that at the centre. RGB images were generated by

filtering the MS data using filters corresponding to sensitivity spectra of an RGB

camera shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Top three rows: example synthetic RGB responses for increasing levels of ad-
ded noise, PSNR calculated with respect to zero mean added noise data. Lower three rows:
visualisation of the mean absolute error in chromophore concentration for the Bayesian
method, Tikhonov regularised estimation [24] and a full MS approach [35].
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Source HbO Estimation Error (g/litre) Hb Estimation Error (g/litre)

σ PSNR [35] Ours [24] [35] Ours [24]

0 - 0.23 0.44 0.82 0.94 1.23 3.71

0.005 46.0 0.23±0.2 0.51±0.3 0.82±0.6 0.94±0.6 1.36±1.3 3.79±3.1

0.006 44.2 0.24±0.2 0.55±0.3 0.83±0.6 0.95±0.6 1.42±1.4 3.82±3.2

0.009 41.3 0.24±0.2 0.64±0.4 0.84±0.6 0.95±0.6 1.57±1.5 3.83±3.2

0.013 37.9 0.25±0.2 0.85±0.6 0.90±0.7 0.97±0.6 1.95±1.9 3.86±3.2

0.019 34.6 0.27±0.2 1.20±1.0 1.06±0.8 1.04±0.7 2.40±2.3 3.88±3.3

0.027 31.4 0.31±0.3 1.77±1.5 1.72±0.5 1.18±0.8 3.04±3.0 3.92±3.3

0.037 28.6 0.48±0.4 2.71±2.4 3.92±3.8 2.16±1.7 3.84±3.8 4.61±4.1

0.050 26.0 1.83±1.7 4.66±4.3 11.3±11 7.76±7.1 6.66±6.6 9.17±8.8 25 30 35 40 45
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Figure 5.5: Left: MSE in estimating HbO and Hb concentrations (g/litre) under additive
noise on synthetic data. NB numbers have been truncated for display but the variance
is less than the mean error. Right: mean standard deviation in absolute error against the
synthetic ground truth for increasing noise levels. Comparing this method (Bayesian) with
[24] (Tikhonov) and [35] (MS).

5.1.6 Synthetic Results
The results of Bayesian estimation are compared to a Tikhonov regularised estima-

tion [24] as well as a full MS analysis [35]. The data used were the synthetic three

vessel data, with vessels containing either HbO and Hb. Zero mean normally dis-

tributed noise was added to the input RGB and MS data at various levels to observe

the performance deterioration in the presence of measurement or sensor noise. The

results and examples from the RGB input are shown in Figure 5.4 and also shown

numerically in Figure 5.5.

For the estimation of individual concentration values for HbO and Hb, the Bay-

esian method performs close to the hardware MSI method [35] and better than the

Tikhonov method presented in the previous chapter. This constitutes a high de-

gree of equivalent accuracy in estimating THb. The SO2 estimation is particularly

sensitive for Tikhonov estimation and the Bayesian method offers a notable impro-

vement. While the mean improvement in SO2 estimation error is close to 10% at

low noise levels there is a large reduction in the variance of this error. There is still

a sizeable short fall in the accuracy compared to the hardware MSI. While not as ca-

pable as a multi-band approach the Bayesian method at least seems to be generally

indicative of tissue saturation and such relevant information may still be pertinent

clinically.

The simulated imaging process to generate MS data using MC sampling is

inherently noisy as it is the product of the passage of a finite number of photons,

although the framework of [88] will eventually converge to the noise free result.

Further it is difficult to eliminate the contribution of haemoglobin entirely when

measuring the optical properties of tissue such as those for the sub-mucosa used in

the synthetic model, this can result in a overly idealised ground truth haemoglobin
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Figure 5.6: The impact of noisy sensor calibration on Bayesian estimation is shown in this
figure. The optimisation result using 1000 randomly sampled noisy sensor calibrations for
10 concentration pairings, here the noise level is 39.9 dB compared to ground truth.

distribution map, for which the submucosa was assumed to be entirely vacant of

HbO and Hb. These are likely the dominant factors for why these reference method

[35] does not achieve perfect results on the synthetic data.

5.1.7 Results in the Presence of Calibration Noise
The proposed framework is fundamentally dependent on the accuracy of the en-

doscopic sensor’s spectral sensitivity calibration. In practice, a high quality cali-

bration can be performed using a monochromator and this would not need to be

repeated often but at some points dependent on sensor characteristics and degrada-

tion over time [84]. Such a calibration can even be performed during manufacturing

and remain accurate even for devices that are in regular clinical use [50], however, it

is worth investigating the effect of a poor calibration for a more complete numerical

understanding of our method’s characteristics.

For the purposes of numerical investigation the performance under poor ini-

tial calibration was observed via simulated data. Practically these could arise if

calibration is performed by using low-cost solutions such as colour matching on
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Figure 5.7: Left: In vivo experimental configuration for imaging a section of porcine bowel.
Right: Comparison of the absolute error for HbO to HbO concentration estimation, on in-
vivo data for the Bayesian and Tikhonov methods, against the MS ground truth.

Macbeth colour charts with known reflectance. Images of such objects can be used

to estimate the endoscopic sensor’s response similarly to how geometric calibration

is performed [85]. Notably, calibration with a monochromator can achieve much

better accuracy when possible. To assess the impact of poor calibration, reflec-

tance spectra for 24 colour swatch chart [94] were used to simulate an RGB camera

response under additive zero mean Gaussian noise. For each of the 24 swatches a

256x256 patch measurement was generated and then the calibration run on the noisy

data. These synthetic calibrations were performed 10000 times to numerically de-

termine the distribution of calibration errors over wavelength, using this distribution

realistic mis-calibrated sensor response curves were generated. MS data for 10 con-

centration pairings were generated upon which the Bayesian method was run using

1000 randomly sampled mis-calibrated sensor response data.

The estimation for the 10 ground truth concentration pairings is shown in Fi-

gure 5.6 for the calibration noise level of 39.9dB. This was chosen as it was the point

at which errors noise began to be observable in the case of measurement noise. Vi-

sible in the results is the distribution of the error such that for any given ground truth

value the errors are negatively correlated when comparing HbO and HbO. This me-

ans that an incorrect calibration would produce results that are still fairly reliable for

measuring the THb as this measure is based on the sum of the two values. However,

the SO2 estimation is going to be very sensitive to poor calibration data as the ratio

of HbO to HbO varies quite a lot. To conclude it would be important to use a high
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15%

Figure 5.8: Left: Error histograms for the Bayesian and Tikhonov methods against [35]
(used as ground truth) combined for HbO and Hb. The Bayesian method’s error is more
closely grouped around zero. Right example absolute error maps for the saturation esti-
mation with RGB view of the surgical site for reference, visible is the lower error in areas
corresponding to vasculature (higher perfusion).

accuracy method to capture camera spectral calibration, such as that afforded by

monochromator based methods.

5.1.8 In-vivo Data Acquisition
To evaluate the Bayesian method, data from a porcine study2 were used where

MS imaging was performed on tissue undergoing periods of artificially induced

restricted blood flow [95].

The MS imaging hardware is of the previously described LCTF MS imaging

design. It comprised a 30◦ (Karl STORZ); a LCTF (Varispec; CRi); 50mm focal

length achromatic imaging lens (Thorlabs) and monochrome camera (DCU223M;

Thorlabs Ltd., UK). Illumination was from a Xenon surgical light source (Xenon

300; Karl STORZ). The camera and laparoscope were held by adjustable arms

whose pose could be locked in place to avoid camera shake. MS data were captured

serially in non-overlapping bands 10nm wide from 500nm to 620nm, the integra-

tion time at the sensor was 200ms per band limited capture, requiring in a total of

approximately 7 seconds for a full capture, after including filter switching and data

readout times (specific and further details may be found in paper related to the ori-

ginal acquisition [95]). To compensate for the tissue motion during from the long

capture times for each complete MS capture, all band limited image were registered

after acquisition [29].

The experiment imaged a section of porcine small bowel (45kg domestic white

pig) under 4 different restricted blood flow configurations induced by occluding

vessels for up to 15 minutes with rubber shod clamps. Blood flow was potentially

2 The original procedure was undertaken with the assistance of Northwick Park Institute for
Medical Research. The surgical procedure was conducted under UK Home Office personal animal
licence (PIL) No. 70/24843 and project licence (PPL) No. 8012639.
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Figure 5.9: SO2 and THb maps corresponding to the four configurations of the in vivo ex-
periments, clamping vessels leading to either the left or the right of the bowel as viewed,
green (+) corresponds to clamp open and red (−) corresponds to clamp closed. The Bay-
esian method is shown with the MS method of [35] and Tikhonov regularised estimation
from chapter 4. Maps of SO2 distribution are displayed at the top and THb maps are dis-
played to the bottom, both overlaid on a reference RGB view as visible in the left most
column. For the SO2 maps they have been overlaid by alpha blending using the THb as
an alpha value, regions are also highlighted corresponding to the part of the bowel with
restricted circulation.

restricted at two sites and 58 MS captures were made with the blood flow either fully

restricted (both sites clamped) partially restricted (one site clamped) or unimpeded.

Using the method of [35] a ground truth total haemoglobin estimation for each MS

set were created, masking out regions where the CoD of this fit was lower then 0.5.

To create the input RGB data the MS data were filtered into a three channel image

using a known RGB camera response curve. The imaging configuration can be seen

in Figure 5.8, a section of bowel is exposed and some vessels are clamped to restrict

blood flow.
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5.1.9 In-vivo Results
The Bayesian method described in this chapter wis compared with the Tikhonov

regularised estimation (from chapter 4) using the MS results as ground truth and is

illustrated in Figure 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. A strong correspondence is observed between

the MS ground truth and both the Bayesian and Tikhonov regularised estimation,

however, the Bayesian method is more accurate in correctly estimating the ratio

between the concentration of HbO to Hb as shown in Figure 5.7. The bias of the

Tikhonov estimation is shown in the corresponding error histogram of Figure 5.8 as

twin peaks either side of zero, there are similar much smaller peaks visible in the

error histogram for the Bayesian method however most of that methods errors are

concentrated around zero. Numerically, the Bayesian method Tikhonov methods

are evaluated against the result from [35] as the motivation is to closely approxi-

mate the result from direct MS imaging. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is

measured for the Bayesian method as 45.9±8dB for THb estimation, 28.6±3dB for

SO2 estimation and 35.8±4dB for the overall raw Hb and HbO concentration va-

lues. In contrast, the Tikhonov regularised estimation yielded a PSNR of 38.2±2dB

for THb estimation, 8.2±1dB for SO2 estimation and 16.8±1dB for the overall es-

timation. As observed in the synthetic experiments, a marked improvement in the

accuracy of saturation estimation can be seen for the Bayesian method over the

Tikhonov regularised approach. The improvement in the THb estimation is less

significant when comparing against the MS result as ground truth. This contrast in

performance is shown in Figure 5.9. Pearson correlation coefficients3 were calcu-

lated for the haemoglobin concentrations estimated from the Bayesian and Tikho-

nov approaches against the result from direct measurement of MSI data[35]. For

the Bayesian method a correlation coefficient of 0.996 was calculated and for the

Tikhonov a correlation coefficient of 0.766. For both, the confidence level on the

correlation was above 99.9% confidence level and sample sizes were greater than

3×107 data points. The stronger correlation for the Bayesian method explains why

a smaller error in saturation estimation is observed for that method in comparison

to the Tikhonov regularised estimation.

A comparison of the estimation errors for THb and SO2 is shown in Figure 5.8,

illustrated here is how the SO2 estimation error seems to be lower in areas corre-

sponding to vasculature, and worse in regions where there is expected to be a lower

THb value. This is to be expected because when there are low concentrations of both

chromophores, slight errors in estimation of either can lead to a significant change

3calculated using MATLAB corrcoef function
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in the ratio of one to the other. The THb estimation for the Bayesian method sho-

wed a small improvement compared to that of the Tikhonov regularised estimation.

For both the raw concentration values (HbO and Hb) and the composite measures

(THb and SO2), the Bayesian method produced a lower mean absolute error and the

estimation error for our method also had a lower variance, when comparing against

the Tikhonov approach.

It is possible to observe similar localisation patterns in the saturation of blood

within tissue in our results as to that of hardware MSI analysis. In Figure 5.9 high-

lighted are the parts of the small bowel that correspond to the tops of blood vessels

that were either restricted or unimpeded, in the cases where blood flow is restricted

there can be seen a noticeable drop in the oxygenation of these regions. While it

has been shown that the result of the Bayesian method is numerically similar to the

result from MSI, in Figure 5.9 it can be seen how the visualisation of the result from

our method is also visually similar to the visualisation of the MSI result.

5.2 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter a framework has been developed and evaluated for estimating ha-

emoglobin concentrations from RGB image data that bypasses the need for direct

MS imaging yet which produces comparable results. While the Bayesian method

presented here is not in itself a real time algorithm, in so far that it is not able to pro-

cess images at a typical video rate of 24-30fps, it may be possible to exceed that via

use of a precomputed LuT. The downsides of using a LuT is that the computatio-

nal requirements scale exponentially with the number of channels or cubically with

the sensor colour depth (for three channels). The results shown are commensurate

with those obtained through hardware MSI and while the Bayesian technique does

not achieve the same accuracy on simulated data, its potential for providing addi-

tional information within existing endoscopic imaging systems could be clinically

valuable. Additionally, while MSI using higher numbers of wavelength limited

acquisitions, achieves better spectral discrimination, it suffers from misalignment

and blurring in the data cube when imaging dynamic tissue that the Bayesian and

Tikhonov methods are much less susceptible to.

One limitation of the Bayesian method is that it requires the camera and illu-

mination source to be at a fixed normal to the tissue surface because this assumption

is used in order to simplify the estimation term. The method is however robust to

changes in imaging distance between the camera and the tissue surface up to a point,

this is achieved by adding a constant term to the estimation of chromophores assu-
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ming that the loss due to greater distance from the tissue to the camera would be

constant across wavelengths. For normal to surface imaging the it is assumed that

the variance across wavelengths for dispersion over distance would be less noticea-

ble compared to acute imaging angles where the variable refraction may start to play

a more significant role. If surface reconstruction could be performed then it may be

possible to modify the constant term in such a way to compensate for the potential

attenuation due to off normal imaging angle. An important note about Bayesian

framework is that it can be extended to incorporate additional constraints, although

dynamic adaptation to things such as surface to imaging axis angle would prohi-

bit the use of a precomputed LuT. The Bayesian method developed in this chapter

operates on a per-pixel basis but it is clear that in endoscopic images neighbouring

points on the tissue surface are related and represent physiological structures like

blood vessels or tissues from different organs. Combining information, for example

from image segmentation, within the framework could allow better regularisation

and estimation with multiple pixel measurements rather than the current single me-

asurement approach.

While the experiments have shown that the Bayesian method is promising in

terms of accuracy, providing information comparable to hardware MSI, it is impor-

tant to note that additional experimentation is necessary to understand both the vari-

ance of haemoglobin concentration quantities in tissue and potential further clinical

applications that may benefit. This relates to one of the general difficulties alluded

to earlier in the validations sections, most works are either validated against synt-

hetic data or estimation using MS data from the best available MSI device. Some

times point measurements are used to validate specific regions in an image however

in order to explore the other ways in which MSI like devices can be validated they

need to be more easily deployed in a clinical context to be able to investigate the

practicalities of different in-vivo validation techniques. In the next chapter the idea

of addressing the hurdles for clinical translation of computation MSI are further ex-

plored looking at how to create a hybrid method that combines the best features of

it’s constituent parts.
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Chapter 6

Detecting Real-time Haemodynamic
Variation in Tissue

When translating novel imaging techniques to be able to gain traction in clinical

use from a technical standpoint the barriers for use need to be minimised. In pre-

vious chapters the technical issues surrounding wider clinical exploration of MSI

for in-vivo haemoglobin monitoring have been discussed and a models developed

that succeed in answering some of the surrounding technical hurdles. Two met-

hods have been put forward that can utilise VIS spectrum RGB imaging devices

which address issues surrounding introducing new imaging hardware into an alre-

ady crowded surgical environment. These methods however fall short in different

ways when it comes to processing of the RGB data, they make a trade off between

accuracy and computational efficiency. Either a methods can achieve good accuracy

yet at processing speeds that would be far too slow to perform real-time ruling out

integrating into a live view and monitoring subtle temporal variation, or visa versa

limiting it’s use by sub par accuracy. As such in this chapter a method is developed

that combines the positives of both of these previous methods while minimising

the downsides, to formulate a method that minimises the technical limitations for

clinical deployment.

The success of this method comes from compressing the RGB image data in

such a way that the more accurate estimation can be performed on as small fraction

of the data, while the rapid estimation can process the majority. Wavelet decompo-

sitions have been widely used in image processing to transform data it into domain

spaces where certain operations can be applied more efficiently or components of

the signal with little entropy can be omitted [96]. In chapter a wavelet decomposi-

tion with the Haar wavelet is adopted for the due to the fast discrete decomposition

and recomposition that also separates the edge data to leave a small final residual



layer. By such a decomposition the image data is split into two distinct groupings

with distinct properties, as is show later this enables the use or separate algorithms

to process different coefficients of the wavelet transformed image data. Due to the

Haar wavelet producing large numbers of near zero coefficients in the transformed

data set, intensity information is concentrated in relatively few coefficients which

can then be processed effectively. The resulting composite algorithm can utilise

RGB data to arrive at a surrogate MSI signal through a dual optimisation appro-

ach which is demonstrated effective for fairly smooth signals, such as laparoscopic

video data.

6.1 Methods
As with the techniques developed in chapter 4 and chapter 5, underpinning the

technique proposed in this chapter is the estimation of a signal surrogate to MSI but

obtained from RGB video frames. Similarly this also relies on knowledge of the

tissue’s transmitted attenuation characteristics [86], backscattered attenuation coef-

ficients are derived by MC simulation [88], to combine attenuation due to absorption

and scattering (as demonstrated in chapter 5), since camera and light source are on

the same side of the tissue during laparoscopic imaging. The fitting to surrogate

MSI data can be performed to satisfy the Beer-Lambert relation [35].

Once an RGB image is captured, the 2D discrete Haar transform can be used

to decompose the image into four components, three directional approximate de-

rivatives and a residual low pass coefficient. This fact an be exploited for efficient

computation since it enables only performing the expensive estimation on less of the

data (1/21+n where n is the level of decomposition). The matrix H can be expressed

for an image window I = {Ix,y, Ix,y+1, Ix+1,y, Ix+1,y+1} as:

Haar(I) = I ∗H (6.1)

given that the 2d Haar matrix is formed as:

H = 0.5 ·



1 1 1 1

1 1 −1 −1

1 −1 −1 1

1 −1 1 −1


(6.2)

As this is a just a linear transformation, if each pixel data is grouped in windows
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of four elements it can be included in the construction of RGB data IRGB from the

MS signal Iλ :

C · Iλ ·H = IRGB ·H (6.3)

for known camera spectral sensitivity matrix C, the least squares solution being:

Iλ = ((CTC)−1CT · IRGB ·H) ·H (6.4)

since H = H∗. Similarly for the Tikhonov regularise solution as used in chapter 4,

this method can be applied to the Haar transformed data as

Iλ ·H = (CTC+Γ)−1CT · IRGB ·H (6.5)

where Γ is the identity matrix multiplied by a small constant γ . Here the same

windowed grouping is used:

IRGB = {IRGB,x,y, IRGB,x,y+1, IRGB,x+1,y, IRGB,x+1,y+1,} (6.6)

corresponding to the MS window:

Iλ = {Iλ ,x,y, Iλ ,x,y+1, Iλ ,x+1,y, Iλ ,x+1,y+1,} (6.7)

While this demonstrates how Tikhonov based estimation can be used on any

of the Haar coefficients, to get better accuracy it is desirable to only use this on the

sparse directional components. On the low-pass coefficients the Bayesian method

of chapter 5 is utilised, which is more accurate then Tikhonov estimation, enabling

better estimation of SO2. It is possible to do so because the low pass coefficients are

analogous to an over exposed image taken at a lower resolution, and can be evalu-

ated by dusting the baseline illumination I0 when estimating haemoglobin concen-

trations from the MS data.

Formally it can be shown that the method holds by substituting in the max-

imisation step of the Bayesian method with low pass transformed data. Using

HLP = 0.5 ∗ [1,1,1,1] to represent the low pass component of the discrete Haar
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transform, starting from the concentration estimation x̂ from low pass data:

ξ x =−log(Iλ HLP) (6.8)

where ξ are the backscatter attenuation coefficients for oxy and de-oxy haemoglo-

bin (HbO and Hb) as well as a constant term. The constant term is included to

account for global illumination changes that occur equally across wavelength, such

as due to distance from the camera. Using least squares fitting to solve for x,

x̂ = (−ξ
′
ξ )−1

ξ
′ log(Iλ HLP) (6.9)

These concentration estimates are then used to generate the expected value for the

MS data E[Iλ ] used to regularise then subsequent fitting iteration, this is defined as,

E[Iλ ] = e−ξ x (6.10)

substituting the concentration estimate from (6.8) and cancelling terms the expected

value will be the MS data transformed by HLP

E[Iλ ] = Iλ HLP (6.11)

This can only apply to the low pass coefficients because they are all positive and so

all terms remain real throughout.

The expectation step of Bayesian estimation method is linear and so compa-

tible with working on Haar transformed data. One notable change made to the

expectation step is to change the prior on the expected spectrum from a value prior

to a shape prior. This can be done by computing the second derivative of E[Iλ ]

and using that to regularise the second derivative of the estimated Îλ , this better

regularises the estimation.

6.2 Experiments and Results
The algorithm described above was validated via two different experimental appro-

aches. The first uses RGB views generated from in-vivo animal experiment MSI

data sets, which allow evaluation comparing the method to a hardware implemen-

ted gold standard. Secondly the method was used to process video from a patch of

tissue at the base of the tongue, where due to being able to operate at a higher frame

rate it can detect the pulse rate by tracking THb variation in a patch of tissue over
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Figure 6.1: Top: Selected bands from a MS datacube and corresponding synthesised RGB
views. Bottom left: total haemoglobin. Bottom right: oxygen saturation. Example estima-
tion from this method using RGB data synthesised from MSI and compared with reference
estimation directly from the MSI data.

time.

Good stability of the method is observed both on the generated RGB data and

on the in-vivo acquired RGB data. This is conformant to expectations as the method

independently combines two methods which either have a closed form solution as

used in chapter 4 or are empirically observed to be stable under noisy conditions as

for the Bayesian component derived in chapter 5.

6.2.1 Comparison with Hardware Multispectral Imaging Sig-
nals

Real in-vivo MSI data was used to generate synthetic RGB images using known

camera spectral sensitivity curves, calibrated from the spectral response of cameras

on a Da Vinci surgical robot [97]. The MSI data comes from experiments in which

MSI was used to monitor and evaluate organ viability, by measuring tissue perfu-

sion and oxygen saturation, throughout uterine transplant procedures performed on

sheep and rabbits [98]. The data was chosen as they most closely resemble the

envisioned clinical use for the methods developed here. To evaluate computation

speed and accuracy the combined methods is compared against the methods from

chapter 4 and chapter 5, however, to make fair comparisons of speed on the same ar-

chitecture both of these methods were also implemented for GPU, using the CUDA
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Table 6.1: HbO and Hb estimation accuracy on synthetic data compared to direct estimation
from MS data [35].

Method Computational Execution time mean error
architecture Hz g/litre

Tik [24] CPU 0.3251 60.8951
Tik [24] GPU 42.9356 60.8952
Bayes [25] CPU 0.0774 6.6038
Bayes [25] GPU 3.5626 6.6053
Combined (w1) CPU 0.1474 6.5367
Combined (w1) GPU 12.6624 6.5367
Combined (w3) GPU 14.3833 5.9567

programming language. Two variants of the method put forward in this chapter

were run, corresponding to single (w1) and multilevel (w3: three levels) Haar de-

composition. All methods’ accuracy are compared against the results of estimation

from directly using the MSI data [35].

As seen in Figure 6.1 the estimation from the composite method bears strong

visual similarity to the result of direct estimation from MSI data, with two notable

variations. Firstly in the composite method there is much less noise in the estima-

tion, which can be interpreted as a product of the MSI datas band limited images

each being moderately noisy. Such noise is inherently smoothed out when synthesi-

sing RGB data from the MSI datacube as each RGB band integrates over many MSI

bands due to wider sensitivity of the respective colour channels. On the other hand,

the RGB technique is less able to robustly estimate haemoglobin concentrations in

areas of high luminance, this can be clearly seen in the SO2 estimation near the

top. This is possibly due to the non-linear response of the camera at extreme mea-

surements. In addition, the generally smoother appearance of the combined result

means that local variations in the MSI signal are lost due to both the synthesis of the

RGB image and subsequently due to the regularisation in the combined estimation

approach. However, overall the combined method was closer in accuracy to that

of a fully Bayesian estimation than a fully Tikhonov regularised method (shown in

Table 6.1), despite Tikhonov estimation being used on the majority of coefficients.

In terms of computational performance, the timed results of haemoglobin es-

timation were made using mega-pixel sized input images. Timings were calculated

including all pre-processing steps, which for the combined method also included

the initial Haar decomposition and subsequent recomposition. This illustrates the
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Figure 6.2: Top (a) the original RGB laparoscopic view, (b) SO2 estimation overlaid on
the laparoscopic view, (c) THb estimation overlaid on the laparoscopic view. Bottom left:
the tracked THb over time from the left and right camera feeds separately this is nice and
constant (not bleeding from my tongue!). Bottom centre: the derivative after smoothing
the THb trace for each camera view, smoothing is required due to large amounts of high
frequency noise in the trace. (roaming high-lights on tissue surface, non-perfect tracking)
Bottom right: Frequency analysis of the change in THb over time, fitting a polynomial curve
finds the peak between between 1.2 and 1.3 Hz.

diminishing returns for the for multi-leveled (w3) variant of the combined method

compared to the single decomposition level version (w1), as tabulated in Table 6.1.

Interestingly both variations have the same error performance albeit with minor

computational variations in terms of speed.

6.2.2 Experiments on In-vivo Data From a Stereo Laparoscope

Video was captured of the base of the tongue of an adult male using a Da Vinci

surgical robot’s stereo laparoscope as shown in Figure 6.2. The laparoscopic camera

was calibrated to estimate the channel sensitivity. A patch of tissue was tracked

using the method of [67] over time in both left and right cameras, and processed

the two views separately. Tracking and image warping was necessary in order to

remove residual motion artefacts due to tongue movement allowing visualisation of

the spectral and temporal variation of a selected region within a spatio-temporally

registered signal. A comparison wa made of the mean value of total haemoglobin as

estimated from each view as shown in Figure 6.2 and observed a strong similarity in

estimation over time. While there appears to be constant offset between the estimate

from either view this could be due to a miss calibration of either of the cameras’

spectral response curve. A large amount of high frequency noise was observed in
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the time series data, which could be due to specular highlights moving as the tissue

surface deformed and moved or to imperfect tracking which is to be expected given

the difficult conditions.

Processing the registered video signal after warping using a low pass filter, it

was possible to observe a periodic signal in the derivative of the time series which

was aligned in both views. This may be representative of physiological signals

within the tissue due to cardiovascular activity. By looking at the Fourier transform

of the change in THb estimation the power spectrum peaked between 1.2 and 1.3 Hz

which corresponds to periodic signal of between 72 and 78 cycles per minute. This

corresponds with the heart rate of the subject during the experimental acquisition.

6.3 Conclusion
The hybrid method presented here, for estimating haemoglobin concentration from

RGB images, improves on the computational speed with minimal loss in accuracy,

with respect to the methods presented in previous chapters. The speed improvement

is sufficient to enable use in real-time clinical applications, as it is fast enough to

resolve variations in the oxy- and de-oxygenated blood flow within tissue close the

exposed surface. During surgical procedure heart rate can become elevated to over

2 Hz [99] as such imaging at a rate faster than 4Hz is would be required to detect

this without aliasing. The precision of the hybrid method is also high enough to

evaluate the oxygen saturation within tissue, this is a major improvement on the

Tikhonov method presented in chapter 4. The results on in-vivo measurements of

haemoglobin concentrations using an existing laparoscopic imaging configuration

for VIS spectrum RGB imaging are promising. Meanwhile the results on data from

animal transplantation experiments illustrates the potential alternative use to that of

a hardware MSI approach as a translatable method for monitoring and evaluating

organs intra-operatively.

Additional controlled studies are required to validate the precise nature of the

recovered information and to explore the quantitative experimental differences be-

tween the hybrid approach and set ups that use narrow bands of wavelengths that

allow a more well constrained regression. Further it would be of potential great

improvement to further include a joint estimation of the RGB camera’s spectral re-

sponse simultaneously to calibrate the camera response with initial haemoglobin

estimation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 Contributions

7.1.2 Limitations
• Illumination dependence.

• Robustness of colour calibration

• The characteristics of the camera sensitivity can make it more or less sensitive

to detecting and discriminating between Hb and HbO

• Surfaces not normal to camera viewing direction

• Failure when sensor over exposed or under exposed

• Specular and other surface reflections.

7.2 PhD Thesis Extensions
• Review chapter

– Add sections on how to acquire high quality ground truth data

– Add sections on differing simulation approaches.

• Deblurring:

– Expand work on the effects of image blur on the estimation of haemo-

globin;

– Run the deblurring method described on new data for a more compre-

hensive evaluation.



• Tikhonov Estimation

– ...

• Bayesian estimation

– ...

• Decomposition Estimation:

– explore the failure cases further;

– investigate adding camera response curve calibration into the joint esti-

mation;

– bake the full solution into c++ instead of many different scripts and pu-

blish code.

• Conclusions

– Summarise the contributions from deblurring through to RGB based ha-

emoglobin estimation and discuss the various limitations thereof.

Other areas of further development

• investigate impact of off normal axis tissue measurement;

• determine optimal filter shape for both RGB viewing and haemoglobin esti-

mation.

The timeline for completion of the above key points is submitted separately.
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Appendix A

Colophon

This is a description of the tools used to make this thesis. It helps people make

future documents.

This document was set in the Times Roman typeface using LATEX and BibTEX,

composed with Visual Studio Code with the various LATEX related extensions to

provide colourisation and code completion. Compilation of the LATEX sources were

managed through the lightweight TeXworks interface supported by a MikTex back-

end, later iterations of this document were composed using VScode using the Latex

Workshop plugin this provided better multi-file management. The LATEX style files

and skeleton template were created by Ian Kirker1. The source text for this docu-

ment were versioned using the git SCM tool, which provided a mechanism finding

and comparing edits made across writing sessions.

Graphs an figures were produced with MATLAB a particularly useful exten-

sion for this was the tightsubplot.m MATLAB extension. This extension stream-

lined the task of laying out plots with less redundant space and greater positional

control. More complex figures were composed using a combination of Adobe Pho-

toshop and Adobe Illustrator.

1i.kirker+GH@ucl.ac.uk
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